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1 Introduction
Symmetry constraints among identical objects are ubiquitous in industrial placement
problems that involve packing a restricted number of types of rectangles or boxes
(i.e., orthotopes) subject to non-overlapping constraints.
In this context, an orthotope corresponds to the generalization of a rectangle in the
k-dimensional case. An orthotope is defined by the coordinates of its smallest corner
and by its potential orientations. An orientation is defined by k integers that give the
size of the orthotope in the different dimensions. Two orthotopes are said to be identical
if and only if their respective orientation sizes form identical multisets. In the rest of
this paper, we assume that we pack each orthotope in such a way that its borders are
parallel to the boundaries of the placement space.
In the context of Operations Research, breaking symmetries has been handled by
characterizing and taking advantage of equivalence and dominance relations between
patterns of fixed objects [1]. In the context of Constraint Programming, a natural way
to break symmetries is to enforce a lexicographic ordering on the origin coordinates
of identical orthotopes. This can be directly done by using a chain of lexicographic
ordering constraint such as the one introduced in [2]. Even if this drastically reduces
the number of solutions, it does not allow much pruning and/or speedup when we are
looking for one single solution. This stems from the fact that symmetry is handled
independently from non-overlapping. The question addressed by this paper is how to
directly integrate a chain of lexicographic ordering constraint within a non-overlapping
constraint and how it pays off in practice.
Section 2 recalls the context of this work, namely the generic geometric constraint
kernel and its core algorithm, a multi-dimensional sweep algorithm, which performs
filtering introduced in [3]. Since this algorithm will be used in the rest of the pa-
per, Section 2 also recalls the principle of the filtering algorithm behind a chain of
lexicographic ordering constraint. Section 3 describes two ways of directly handling
symmetries in the multi-dimensional sweep algorithm, while Section 4 shows how
to derive bounds on the coordinates of an orthotope from the interaction of symme-
tries and non-overlapping constraints. Since the cumulative constraint is a necessary
condition for the non-overlapping constraint [4], Section 5 shows how to directly inte-
grate symmetries within two well known filtering algorithms attached to the cumulative
constraint. Section 6 evaluates the different proposed methods both on academic and
industrial benchmarks and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Context
This work is in the context of the global constraint geost(k,O,S, C) introduced in [3],
which handles the location in space of k-dimensional orthotopes O (k ∈ N+), each
of which taking an orientation among a set of possible orientations S, subject to ge-
ometrical constraints C.1 Each possible orientation from S is defined as a box in a
k-dimensional space with the given sizes. More precisely, a possible orientation s ∈ S
is an entity defined by its orientation id s.sid , and sizes s.l[d] (where s.l[d] > 0 and
0 ≤ d < k). All attributes of a possible orientation are integer values. Each object
o ∈ O is an entity defined by its unique object id o.oid (an integer), possible orienta-
tion id o.sid (an integer for monomorphic objects, which have a fixed orientation, or
1In the context of this paper we have simplified the presentation of geost .
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a domain variable2 for polymorphic objects, which have alternative orientations), and
origin o.x[d], 0 ≤ d < k (integers, or domain variables).
Since the most common geometrical constraint is the non-overlapping constraint
between orthotopes, this paper focuses on breaking symmetries in this context (i.e., each
shape is defined by one single box). For this purpose, we impose a chain of lexi-
cographic ordering constraint on the origins of identical orthotopes. Given two vec-
tors, x and y of k variables, 〈x0, x1, . . . , xk−1〉 ≤lex 〈y0, y1, . . . , yk−1〉 if and only
if k = 0 ∨ (x0 < y0) ∨ (x0 = y0 ∧ 〈x1, . . . , xk−1〉 ≤lex 〈y1, . . . , yk−1〉). Unless
stated otherwise, the constraint is imposed wrt. the k dimensions 0, 1, . . . , k − 1. The
original filtering algorithm of the chain of lexicographic ordering constraint described
in [2] is a two phase algorithm. In a first phase, it computes for each vector of the chain
feasible lower and upper bounds. In a second phase, a specific algorithm [5] filters the
components of each vector of the chain according to the fact that it has to be located
between two fixed vectors.
3 Integrating Symmetries within the Sweep Kernel
This section first recalls the principle of the sweep point algorithm attached to geost .
It then indicates how to modify it in order to take advantage of the fact that we have
a restricted number of types of orthotopes. Without loss of generality, it assumes that
we have one non-overlapping constraint over all orthotopes of geost and one chain of
lexicographic ordering constraint for each set of identical orthotopes.
3.1 Description of the Original Sweep Algorithm
The use of sweep algorithms in constraint filtering algorithms was introduced in [6]
and applied to the non-overlapping 2D rectangles constraints. Let a forbidden region
f be an orthotope of values for o.x that would falsify the geost constraint, represented
as a fixed lower bound vector f. min and a fixed upper bound vector f. max. Algo-
rithm 1, PruneMin(o, d, k), searches for the first point c, by lexicographic order wrt.
dimensions d, (d + 1) mod k, . . . , (d − 1) mod k, that is inside the domain of o.x
but not inside any forbidden region. If such a c exists, the algorithm sets o.x[d] to
c[d], otherwise it fails. Two state vectors are maintained: the sweep point c, which
holds a candidate value for o.x, and the jump vector n, which records knowledge about
encountered forbidden regions.
The algorithm starts its recursive traversal of the placement space at point c = o.x
with n = o.x+1 and could in principle explore all points of the domains of o.x, one by
one, in increasing lexicographic order wrt. dimensions d, (d + 1) mod k, . . . , (d− 1)
mod k, until the first desired point is found. To make the search efficient, it skips points
that are known to be inside some forbidden region. This knowledge is encoded in n,
which is updated for every new f (see line 5) recording the fact that new candidate
points can be found beyond that value. Whenever we skip to the next candidate point,
we reset the elements of n that were used to their original values (see lines 6–15).
2A domain variable v is a variable ranging over finite set of integers denoted by dom(v); v and v denote
respectively the minimum and maximum possible values of v.
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PROCEDURE PruneMin(o, d, k) : bool
1: c← o.x // initial position of the point
2: n← o.x + 1 // upper limits+1 in the different dimensions
3: f ← GetFR(o, c, k) // check if c is infeasible
4: while f 6= ⊥ do
5: n← min(n, f. max+1) // maintain n as min of u.b. of forbidden regions
6: for j ← k − 1 downto 0 do
7: j′ ← (j + d) mod k // least significant dimension first
8: c[j′]← n[j′] // use n[j′] to jump
9: n[j′]← o.x[j′] + 1 // reset n[j′] to max
10: if c[j′] ≤ o.x[j′] then
11: goto next // candidate point found
12: else
13: c[j′]← o.x[j′] // exhausted a dimension, reset c[j ′]
14: end if
15: end for
16: return false // no next candidate point
17: next: f ← GetFR(o, c, k) // check again if c is infeasible
18: end while
19: o.x[d]← c[d] // adjust earliest start in dim. d
20: return true
Algorithm 1: Adjusting the lower bound o.x[d]. GetFR(o, c, k) scans a list of forbid-
den regions, starting at the latest encountered one, returns⊥ if c is in the domain of o.x
and not inside any forbidden region f , and f 6= ⊥ otherwise.
3.2 Enhancing the Original Sweep Kernel wrt. Identical Shapes
In the context of multiple occurrences of identical orthotopes, we can enhance the
sweep algorithm attached to geost by trying to reuse the information computed so far
from one orthotope to another orthotope. For this purpose we introduce the notion of
domination of an orthotope by another orthotope.
Given a geost(k,O,S, C) constraint where C consists of one non-overlapping con-
straint between all orthotopes of O and a chain of lexicographic ordering constraint
between each set of identical orthotopes, an orthotope oj ∈ O is dominated by another
orthotope oi ∈ O if and only if the following conditions hold:
1. dom(oj .x[p]) ⊆ dom(oi.x[p]), ∀p ∈ [0, k − 1],
2. dom(oj .sid) ⊆ dom(oi.sid ),
3. the origin of oj should be lexicographically greater than or equal to the origin of
oi.
Now, for one invocation of the sweep algorithm, which performs a recursive traver-
sal of the placement space, we can make the following observation. If an orthotope oj
is dominated by another orthotope oi and if we have already called the sweep algorithm
for updating the minimum value of oi.x[p] (p ∈ [0, k − 1]), we can take advantage of
the information obtained while computing the minimum of oi.x[p]. Let cip and nip re-
spectively denote the final values of vectors c and n after running PruneMin(oi, p, k).
Note that while computing the minimum of oj .x[p], instead of starting the recursive
traversal of the placement space from c = oj .x with n = oj .x + 1, we can start from
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the position cip and with the jump vector nip. By using this observation, we go down
from k · n2 jumps down to k · n jumps for filtering the bounds of the coordinates of
n identical orthotopes. Finally note that for one invocation of the sweep algorithm,
forbidden regions for the origins of identical orthotopes need only be computed once.
This observation is valid even if we don’t have any lexicographic ordering constraints
and is crucial for scalability in the context of identical orthotopes.
3.3 Integrating a Chain of Lexicographic Ordering Constraint within
the Sweep Kernel
The main interest of the sweep algorithm attached to geost is to aggregate the set of
forbidden points coming from different geometric constraints. In our context, these are
the non-overlapping and chain of lexicographic ordering constraints. As a concrete
example, consider the following problem:
Example 1 We have to place within a placement space of size 6 × 5 three squares s1, s2, s3
of size 2 × 2 so that their respective origin coordinates (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3) are lexico-
graphically ordered in increasing order. Moreover, assume that the rst and third squares are
xed so that (x1, y1) = (2, 3) and (x3, y3) = (5, 2), and that (x2, y2) ∈ ([1, 5], [1, 4]). If we
don’t consider together the non-overlapping and the chain of lexicographic ordering constraint
we can only restrict the domain of x2 to interval [2, 5]. But, as shown in Figure 1, if we aggre-
gate the forbidden points coming from the chain of lexicographic ordering and non-overlapping
constraints, we can further restrict the domain of x2 to interval [3, 4].
So the question is how to generate forbidden regions for a chain of lexico-
graphic ordering constraint of the form 〈l0, l1, . . . , lk−1〉 ≤lex 〈x0, x1, . . . , xk−1〉
≤lex 〈u0, u1, . . . , uk−1〉 where li, xi and ui respectively correspond to integers,
domain variables and integers.3 Let us first illustrate what forbidden regions we want
to obtain in the context of Example 1.
Continuation of Example 1. Consider the constraint 〈2, 4〉 ≤lex 〈x2, y2〉 ≤lex 〈5, 1〉. We can
associate to this chain of lexicographic ordering constraint the following forbidden regions; see
the crosses in Part (B) of Figure 1:
• Since x2 < 2 is not possible, we have f. min = [1, 1], f. max = [1, 5] (column 1);
• Since x2 = 2 ∧ y2 < 4 is not possible, we have f. min = [2, 1], f. max = [2, 3]
(column 2);
• Since x2 > 5 is not possible, we have f. min = [6, 1], f. max = [6, 5] (column 6);
• Since x2 = 5 ∧ y2 > 1 is not possible, we have f. min = [5, 2], f. max = [5, 5]
(column 5).
We show in Algorithm 2 how to generate such forbidden regions in a systematic
way. As in Example 1, lines 1–6 generate for the lower bound constraint a forbidden
region according to the fact that the most significant components x0, x1, . . . , xi−1 of
vector x are respectively fixed to l0, l1, . . . , li−1 (i ∈ [0, k − 1]). Similarly, lines 7–12
generate k forbidden regions wrt. the upper bound u.
3As mentioned in Section 2, propagating a chain of lexicographic ordering constraint leads to generating
such subproblems.
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Figure 1: (A) The two fixed squares s1 and s3 (gray squares are not possible for the
origin of s2 since it has to be included within the placement space depicted by a thick
line); (B) Forbidden points (a cross) wrt. the chain of lexicographic ordering constraint;
(C) Forbidden points (a cross) wrt. the non-overlapping constraint; (D) Aggregating all
forbidden points: (3, 1) and (4, 4) are the only feasible points for the origin of s2, which
leads to restricting x2 to interval [3, 4].
PROCEDURE LexBetweenGenForbiddenReg(k, x, l, u) : f [0..2 · k − 1]
1: // GENERATE FORBIDDEN REGIONS WITH RESPECT TO LOWER
BOUND l
2: for i← 0 to k − 1 do
3: ∀j ∈ [0, i) : f [i]. min[j]← lj ; f [i]. max[j]← lj
4: f [i]. min[i]← xi; f [i]. max[i]← li − 1
5: ∀j ∈ [i + 1, k) : f [i]. min[j]← xj ; f [i]. max[j]← xj
6: end for
7: // GENERATE FORBIDDEN REGIONS WITH RESPECT TO UPPER BOUND
u
8: for i← 0 to k − 1 do
9: ∀j ∈ [0, i) : f [k + i]. min[j]← uj ; f [k + i]. max[j]← uj
10: f [k + i]. min[i]← ui + 1; f [k + i]. max[i]← xi
11: ∀j ∈ [i + 1, k) : f [k + i]. min[j]← xj ; f [k + i]. max[j]← xj
12: end for
13: return f
Algorithm 2: Generates the 2 · k forbidden regions wrt. variables x0, x1, . . . , xk−1
associated with the constraint 〈l0, l1, . . . , lk−1〉 ≤lex 〈x0, x1, . . . , xk−1〉 ≤lex
〈u0, u1, . . . , uk−1〉.
4 Integrating Symmetries within the Non-Overlapping
Constraint
We just saw how to aggregate forbidden regions coming from a chain of lexicographic
ordering and a set of non-overlapping constraints. This section shows how to combine
these two types of constraints more intimately in order to perform more deduction.
4.1 Deriving Bounds from the Interaction of the Chain of Lex-
icographic Ordering and Non-Overlapping Constraints: the
Monomorphic Case
We first consider the case of n orthotopes o0, o1, . . . , on−1 corresponding to a given
fixed orientation s subject to the following constraints: (i) o0, o1, . . . , on−1 should not
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pairwise overlap and (ii) the origin coordinates of o0, o1, . . . , on−1 should be lexico-
graphically ordered.4 In this context we provide a lower and an upper bound for the
origin of each orthotope. These bounds consider simultaneously the chain of lexico-
graphic ordering and non-overlapping constraints. Let S[i] denote the size of the place-
ment space in dimension i (0 ≤ i < k). Furthermore, let us denote by O[0..k − 1] and
P [0..k−1] the points respectively defined by O[i] = min(o0.x[i], o1.x[i], . . . , on−1.x[i])
and by P [i] = max(o0.x[i], o1.x[i], . . . , on−1.x[i]) + s.l[i]. We have low j ≤lex
oj .x ≤lex upj , 0 ≤ j < n, where:
low j [i] = O[i] +
j mod (∏p=k−1p=i b S[p]s.l[p]c)∏p=k−1
p=i+1 b
S[p]
s.l[p]c
 · s.l[i] (0 ≤ i < k) (1)
upj [i] = P [i]−
 (n− 1− j) mod (∏p=k−1p=i b S[p]s.l[p]c)∏p=k−1
p=i+1 b
S[p]
s.l[p] c
 · s.l[i]− s.l[i] (0 ≤ i < k)
(2)
The intuition behind formula (1)5 in order to find the lower bound of the jth object
in dimension i is:
• First, fill complete slices wrt. dimensions i, i + 1, . . . , k − 1 (such a complete
slice involves
∏p=k−1
p=i b
S[p]
s.l[p]c objects),
• Then, with the remaining objects to place (i.e., j mod (
∏p=k−1
p=i b
S[p]
s.l[p] c) ob-
jects), compute the number of complete slices wrt. dimensions i+1, i+2, . . . , k−
1 (i.e.,
⌊
j mod (
Qp=k−1
p=i b
S[p]
s.l[p]
c)
Qp=k−1
p=i+1 b
S[p]
s.l[p]
c
⌋
slices) and multiply this number by the length
of a slice (i.e., s.l[i]).
Proof 1 We will use the following notations: for a dimension d, let m[d] be the max-
imum number of boxes that can be placed on dimension d, not considering the other
dimensions. Trivially m[d] = b S[d]
s.l[d]c. It is also convenient to define the following se-
ries: w(i) =
∏k−1
p=i m[p], which is the maximum number of boxes that can be placed
in the box defined by O and P , but only in dimensions i, . . . , k − 1. Suppose that a
dimension i is fixed. We will study the variations of low j [i] when j increases. The
order in which the objects are placed is known because of the lexicographic ordering
constraint. When the object oj is added, the j − 1 previous objects have already been
placed and occupy lexicographically smaller positions.
As shown on Figure 2 three cases may then happen, depending on j:
1. Most of the time, the first j−1 objects have started a hyperplane on dimension i,
but this hyperplane is not full. In this case, object oj can be placed on the same
ith coordinate as its predecessor and low j [i] = low j−1[i].
2. The j − 1 first objects have not completed the ith dimension, but they have com-
pleted the dimensions i+1, . . . , k− 1, that is, the subspace defined as the whole
box from O to P cut by the hyperplane i + 1, . . . , k − 1. In this case, object oj
must start a new line on axis i, and low j [i] = low j−1[i] + s.l[i]. This happens
every time the dimensions i to k− 1 are full, that is, when j mod w(i+1) = 0.
4In practice this occurs in placement problems involving several occurrences of a given orthotope with
the same fixed orientation.
5Formula (2) is obtained in a similar way.
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3. orthotope number 2. orthotope number
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P[0]
dimension 0
dimension 1
dimension 2
on dimension 1m[1]=2
P[1]
dimension 1
m[2]+1 starts m[2]*m[1]+1
1 and 2
m
[2]=
4
Figure 2: Different cases are shown here for low j [1] on dimension 1.
3. The first j−1 objects have completed also the ith dimension. In this case, object
oj must start a new line on axis i− 1, and all dimensions i, i + 1, . . . , k − 1 are
reset respectively to O[i], O[i + 1], . . . , O[k − 1]. This happens every time the
ith dimension is full, that is, when j mod w(i) = 0.
From these variations, one can deduce lowj [i] by induction on j as shown on Figure 3:
low j [i] =
⌊j mod w(i)
w(i + 1)
⌋
· s.l[i]
which is nothing else but formula (1). Note that we can also write
low j [i] =
(⌊ j
w(i + 1)
⌋
mod w(i)
)
· s.l[i].
Formula (2) can be proved in a similar way.
3w(i+1)
low [i]
.
.
.
m[i] w(i+1)=w(i)
s.l[i]
2 s.l[i]
(m[i]−1) s.l[i]
j0
0
w(i+1) 2w(i+1)
j
Figure 3: Evolution of low j [i] for a fixed dimension i.
4.2 Deriving Bounds from the Interaction of the Chain of Lexico-
graphic Ordering and Non-Overlapping Constraints: the Poly-
morphic Case
We now consider the case of n identical orthotopes o0, o1, . . . , on−1.6 Again we
have that o0, o1, . . . , on−1 should not overlap and that the origin coordinates of o0, o1,
6Remember that two orthotopes are said to be identical if and only if their respective orientation sizes
form identical multisets.
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. . . , on−1 should be lexicographically ordered. In this context, we provide three in-
comparable lower and upper bounds for the origin of each object. The first bound is
based on the bound previously introduced. It simply consists in reducing the box sizes
to their smallest value.
A First Bound. Let s.minl (resp. s.maxl ) denote the minimum (resp. maximum)
value of s.l[d] (d ∈ [0, k − 1]). As for the fixed case, let us denote by O[0..k − 1] and
P [0..k−1] the points respectively defined by O[i] = min(o0.x[i], o1.x[i], . . . , on−1.x[i])
and by P [i] = max(o0.x[i], o1.x[i], . . . , on−1.x[i])+s.maxl .7 By replacing the occur-
rence of s.l[d] by s.minl in (1) and (2), we get low j ≤lex oj .x ≤lex upj , 0 ≤ j < n,
where:
low j [i] = O[i] +
⌊
j mod (
∏p=k−1
p=i b
S[p]
s.minl
c)∏p=k−1
p=i+1 b
S[p]
s.minl
c
⌋
· s.minl (0 ≤ i < k) (3)
upj [i] = P [i]−
⌊
(n− 1− j) mod (
∏p=k−1
p=i b
S[p]
s.minl
c)∏p=k−1
p=i+1 b
S[p]
s.minl
c
⌋
·s.minl−s.minl (0 ≤ i < k)
(4)
Figure 4 illustrates this first bound for placing a set of 5 rectangles for which the
orientation sizes form the multiset {{3, 4}} within a big rectangle of size 10× 9.
A Second Bound. Unlike the first bound where we reduce the sizes of a box to its
smallest size, we decompose a box into n` smaller identical boxes that all have the
same size ` in the different dimensions.8
Assume that we want to find the lower bound for box oj (0 ≤ j < k). The idea is to
saturate the placement space with n` · (j +1) boxes by considering the least significant
dimension first and by starting at the lower left corner of the placement space. Then we
subtract from the last end corner the different sizes of oj in decreasing order (i.e., for
the most significant dimension we subtract the largest size).9 Based on the preceding
formulas we obtain the following bounds. Without loss of generality, we assume that
s.l are sorted in decreasing order. A box can be decomposed into n` =
∏k−1
d=0b
s.l[d]
`
c
cubes of size ` with possibly some loss. We have
low j [i] = O[i] +
⌊
((j + 1) · n` − 1) mod (
∏p=k−1
p=i b
S[p]
`
c)∏p=k−1
p=i+1 b
S[p]
`
c
⌋
· ` + `− s.l[i] (5)
upj [i] = P [i]−
⌊
((n− j) · n` − 1) mod (
∏p=k−1
p=i b
S[p]
`
c)∏p=k−1
p=i+1 b
S[p]
`
c
⌋
· `− ` (6)
7P [i] may also be set wrt. the limit of the placement space, if this information is explicitly provided.
8` takes its value between 1 and the smallest size of the box we consider (i.e., 1 ≤ ` ≤ min{s.l[i], i =
0..k − 1}).
9In the context of an upper bound, the idea is to saturate the placement space with n` · (n − j) − 1
small boxes by considering the least significant dimension first and by starting at the upper right corner of
the placement space. Then we subtract ` from the last end corner of the (n` · (n− j))th smallest box.
9
Proof 2 Let Π be a placement of boxes 0 to j satisfying the non-overlapping and chain
of lexicographic ordering constraints and let M be the lexicographic maximum point,
belonging to one of boxes from 0 to j in the placement Π. We first find a lower bound
for M . By decomposing each box from 0 to j into n` smaller identical boxes B` that
all have the same size ` in the different dimensions, we can see that at least (j + 1) ·
n` smaller boxes B` can be placed completely before M . By (1), we know that the
lexicographically smallest possible point for the position of the origin of the ((j + 1) ·
n`)
th smallest box is the point of coordinates
O[i] +
⌊
((j + 1) · n` − 1) mod (
∏p=k−1
p=i b
S[p]
`
c)∏p=k−1
p=i+1 b
S[p]
`
c
⌋
· `
But as M is lexicographically greater than the upper right corner of the ((j + 1) ·
n`)
th smallest box, it is also greater than point Q of coordinates
O[i] +
⌊
((j + 1) · n` − 1) mod (
∏p=k−1
p=i b
S[p]
`
c)∏p=k−1
p=i+1 b
S[p]
`
c
⌋
· ` + `
Note that M is an upper right corner of some box i, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , j} in the
placement Π. So it can be written as
M [d] = oi.x[d] + s.l[σ(d)], d = 0, 1, ..., k − 1
where σ is some permutation of 0, 1, ..., k − 1. We can infer that
M − s.l ≤lex oi.x (and of course ≤lex oj .x)
Suppose the contrary. Then there is at least one dimension on which oi.x is strictly
smaller than M − s.l. Let d1 be the first such dimension: oi.x[d] = M [d]− s.l[d] for
0 ≤ d < d1 and oi.x[d1] < M [d1]− s.l[d1]. This implies
s.l[σ(d)] = s.l[d] for 0 ≤ d < d1 and s.l[σ(d1)] > s.l[d1]
which contradicts the assumption that s.l are sorted in decreasing order. Finally,
Q ≤lex M and M − s.l ≤lex oj .x implies that Q − s.l ≤lex oj .x. The formula
(6) can be proved by similar arguments, using (2).
In practice it is not clear which value of ` provides the best bound. Therefore,
we currently restrict ourselves to the values s.minl and gcd(s.l[0], s.l[1], . . . , s.l[k −
1]). The bounds obtained with these two values are incomparable. Figures 5 and 6
respectively illustrate this second bound for placing a set of 5 rectangles for which
the orientation sizes form the multiset {{3, 4}} within a big rectangle of size 10 × 9
with ` = min(4, 3) and ` = gcd(4, 3). Indeed, consider the placement problem of 4
rectangles of sizes 7 × 3 within a big rectangle of size 12 × 8 in the first case and of
12× 9 in the second case. When focusing on the fourth rectangle r3, the second bound
with ` = min(7, 3), i.e. (5, 3), is better than with ` = gcd(7, 3), i.e. (4, 1), in the first
case, while the bound with ` = gcd(7, 3), i.e. (3, 0), is better than with ` = min(7, 3),
i.e. (2, 3), in the second case. We came up with a similar example showing that the first
and second bounds are also incomparable.
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5 Integrating Symmetries within the Cumulative Con-
straint
We have already shown how to combine a chain of lexicographic ordering and a
non-overlapping constraint. But, in the context of a non-overlapping constraint, the
cumulative constraint is a well known necessary condition [4]. This section shows how
to directly integrate the fact that we have a chain of lexicographic ordering constraint
within two well known filtering algorithms of the cumulative constraint: filtering wrt.
the compulsory part profile [7] and filtering wrt. task intervals [8].
5.1 Handling Symmetries in the Context of the Compulsory Part
Profile
Let us first recall the notion of compulsory part profile, which will be used throughout
this section. In the context of the cumulative constraint, the compulsory part of a task
t corresponds to the intersection of all feasible schedules of t. As the domain of the
start of task t gets more and more restricted the compulsory part of t will increase
until becoming a schedule of task t. The compulsory part of a task t can be directly
computed by making the intersection between the earliest start and the latest end of task
t. The compulsory part profile associated with the tasks T of a cumulative constraint
is the cumulated profile of all compulsory parts of tasks of T .
In the context of non-overlapping constraints, many search strategies [9] try to first
fix the coordinates of all objects in a given dimension d before fixing all the coordinates
in the other dimensions.10 But now, if we don’t take care of the interaction between
the cumulative and chain of lexicographic ordering constraints, we can have a huge
compulsory part profile which will be totally ignored by the chain of lexicographic
ordering constraint. The following illustrative example will make things clear.
Example 2 Assume that we have to place 8 squares of size 2 × 2 within the bounding box
[0, 9] × [0, 3] (i.e., in the context of cumulative, 0 and 9 + 1 respectively correspond to the
earliest start and the latest end, while 4 is the resource limit). In addition, assume that the
compulsory part prole in the most signicant (wrt. ≤lex) dimension of the placement space
corresponds to the following 3 consecutive intervals [0, 3], [4, 5] and [6, 9] of respective heights
0, 2 and 0.11 If there is no interaction between this cumulative constraint and the lexicographic
ordering constraint that states that the eight 2× 2 squares should be lexicographically ordered,
then we get the following domain reductions: The earliest start of the rst two squares of the
lexicographic ordering is 0, the earliest start of the third and fourth squares is 2, the earliest
start of the fth and sixth squares is 4, and the earliest start of the last two squares is 6. This
is obviously an underestimation since, because of the compulsory part prole of the cumulative
constraint, we can start at most one single square at instant 4.
In the context of a cumulative constraint, we now show how to estimate the earliest
start in the most significant dimension (msd) of each orthotope of a chain of lexico-
graphic ordering constraint according to an existing compulsory part profile.12 To
each orthotope o corresponds a task t for which the origin, the duration and the height
10In the benchmarks presented in Section 6, this is the case e.g. for the heuristic used for the monomorphic
Partridge problem.
11The compulsory part corresponding to interval [4, 5] does not correspond to the 8 squares to place, for
it comes from another fixed object.
12The same idea can be used for estimating the latest end in the msd.
12
are respectively the coordinate of o in the msd, the size of o in the msd, and the product
of the sizes of o in the dimensions different from the msd. Now, the idea is to simply
consider the orthotopes in increasing lexicographic order and to find out for each corre-
sponding task its earliest possible start on the msd. The following condition is checked
for testing whether a start is feasible or not: When added to the cumulative profile, the
maximum height should not exceed the resource limit.13
By reconsidering Example 2, this idea is illustrated
on the right hand side, estimating the minimum
value of the coordinates in the msd of eight squares
of size 2. The squares are successively placed at
their earliest possible start according to the compul-
sory part profile. Consequently, the minimum val-
ues of the coordinates in the most significant dimen-
sion of squares 1, 2, . . . , 8 equal respectively 0, 0, 2,
2, 4, 6, 6 and 8 (and not to 0, 0, 2, 2, 4, 4, 6 and 6 as
before).
4
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5.2 Handling Symmetries in the Context of Task Intervals
In the context of the cumulative constraint, task interval methods prevent the overuse
as well as the underuse of intervals derived from the earliest start and the latest end
of the tasks to schedule. This section focuses on the problem of pruning the origin
of the tasks of the cumulative constraint so that we don’t lose too much space within
a given fixed interval according to the fact that we have an ordering on the origin of
identical tasks.14 For this purpose, consider the set of all identical tasks T of duration
d and height h, an interval [inf , sup) and the height gap of free space on top of the
interval, and the slack σ of the interval (i.e., the maximum allowed unused space of the
interval). For a given set of tasks S, let overlap(S) denote the sum of the maximum
overlap of the tasks in S. To find out whether or not t ∈ T must intersect [inf , sup),
the task intervals pruning rule makes the test:
(sup− inf) · gap − (overlap(T )− overlap({t})) > σ (7)
If this test succeeds, we know that t must overlap the free space of [inf , sup) to some
extent. Specifically, t must then overlap the free space of [inf , sup) at least by
(sup− inf) · gap − (overlap(T )− overlap({t}))− σ
which means that t must intersect in time [inf , sup) at least by:⌈
(sup− inf) · gap − (overlap(T )− overlap({t}))− σ
d
⌉
This can be strengthened in the presence of symmetries. Assume a partial order
 over the start times of the tasks T implied by a chain of lexicographic ordering
constraint. Assume moreover that ti 6= tj ∈ T are tasks such that ti  tj . Then the
positionings of ti and tj wrt. interval [inf , sup) are in fact not independent:
13The resource limit equals the product of the sizes of the placement space in the dimensions different
from the msd.
14Such an ordering exists for the cumulative constraint associated with the msd of the lexicographic or-
dering constraint.
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• if tj is assumed to end strictly before the interval [inf , sup), then ti must also be
assumed to end strictly before [inf , sup); and
• if ti is assumed to start strictly after the interval [inf , sup), then tj must also be
assumed to start strictly after [inf , sup).
Considering now the chain t1  · · ·  tk and assuming that t is the ith task ti of
this chain, we split the pruning rule above into two cases: the first case corresponding
to the tasks t1, . . . , ti−1 not succeeding ti; and the second case corresponding to the
tasks ti+1, . . . , tk not preceding ti.
For the first case, since each of the tasks t1, . . . , ti−1 must not succeed ti, assuming
that ti ends before [inf , sup) implies that the tasks t1, . . . , ti−1 must also end before
[inf , sup). Hence, the test (7) can be strengthened to:
(sup− inf) · gap − (overlap(T )− overlap({t1, . . . , ti})) > σ (8)
If this test succeeds, we know that all the tasks t1, . . . , ti must overlap the free space
of [inf , sup) at least by:
(sup− inf) · gap − (overlap(T )− overlap({t1, . . . , ti}))− σ (9)
Now, since we wish to prune ti, this must be translated into how far into [inf , sup)
we must force ti so that the remaining tasks may overlap the free space of [inf , sup)
enough. This can be calculated in two steps as follows:
• STEP 1: Calculate the largest number dfill of columns of maximum height and
width d, covering part of but not more than the free space of [inf , sup).
• STEP 2: Calculate the smallest number unitfill of columns of maximum height
and width 1, covering the remaining free space of [inf , sup).
We use tofill to denote the value (9). STEP 1 can be calculated by:
α ← min
(⌊
gap
h
⌋
, i
)
[largest number of stacked tasks]
β ←
⌊
tofill
α·h
⌋
[largest number of unit-size columns]
dfill ←
⌊
β
d
⌋
[largest number of d-size columns]
Given this, the remaining free space of [inf , sup) is:
restfill = tofill − dfill · α · d · h
When restfill > 0, STEP 2 can then be calculated by:
γ ← min(i− dfill · α, α) [largest number of stacked tasks still available]
unitfill ←
⌈
restfill
h·γ
⌉
[smallest number of unit-size columns]
Now, given the values dfill and unitfill , to overlap the free space of [inf , sup) by at
least the value (9), the start time of ti must be at least inf +(dfill − 1) · ti.d + unitfill .
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Figure 7: Illustration of the calculations of Example 3 where inf = 1, sup = 9,
gap = 5, and σ = 13. The earliest start time of t5 is determined to be at least 6.
Example 3 Consider a chain of ve tasks t1  · · ·  t5, all with duration 3 and height 2.
Assume moreover that inf = 1, sup = 9, gap = 5, and σ = 13. We want to nd out how much
t5 must be forced into [1, 9) so that all tasks may overlap the free space of [1, 9) enough. Given
this, the test (8) succeeds, which leads to the calculation (9):
tofill = (9 − 1) · 5 − (30 − 30) − 13
= 27
So the tasks t1, . . . , t5 must overlap the free space of [1, 9) by at least 27 units. By following
the calculations in STEP 1 we obtain α = 2 and β = 6, which implies that dfill = 2. Two
3-size columns of height two tasks cover 24 out of the necessary 27 units. Hence, the remaining
free space of [1, 9) is restfill = 27 − 24 = 3. By following the calculations in STEP 2 we
obtain γ = 1, which implies that unitfill = 2. Now, given dfill = 2 and unitfill = 2, we can
determine the earliest start time for t5:
start (t5) ≥ 1 + (2 − 1) · 3 + 2 = 6
The calculations above are illustrated in Figure 7. As can be seen, by setting the start time of t5
to 6, there is enough room for the remaining tasks to cover the necessary free space of [1, 9).
6 Performance Evaluation
All the new filtering methods described in this paper were integrated into our geost ker-
nel [3] in order to strengthen the sweep-based filtering for non-overlapping constraints.
The experiments were run in SICStus Prolog 4 compiled with gcc version 4.1.0 on a
3GHz Pentium IV with 1MB of cache.
We ran two benchmarks, Scale and KLS, seeking to evaluate the performance gain
of domination in greedy execution mode, where the constraint tries to assign all vari-
ables in a single run, and simply fails if it cannot. Note that this greedy mode fits well
inside a tree search based procedure: at every node of the search tree, a greedy step can
be attempted in order to solve the problem in one shot, and if it fails, a normal propaga-
tion and branching step can be done. Three benchmarks, Conway, Partridge and Pallet
were run in normal propagation mode, under tree search. The symmetry that stems
from multiple pieces of the same shape is broken by imposing a lexicographic order
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on their origins. The purpose here was to compare the performance of treating these
lexicographic ordering constraints inside non-overlapping and cumulative as opposed
to posting them separately. Since this is not a paper on heuristics, the exact search pro-
cedures are probably of little interest, and are only given in the corresponding code of
the benchmarks in Appendix B. We now describe the five benchmarks and the results,
which are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Scale. Using the same generator as in [3], we constructed a set of loosely constrained
placement problems (i.e., 20% spare space), generating one set of random problem in-
stances of m ∈ {210, 211, . . . , 220} 2D items involving t ∈ {1, 16, 256, 1024} distinct
shapes. The results indicate that domination brings the time complexity down from
roughly O(m2) to virtually O(m). The results also show that the speedup gained by
domination goes down as the number of distinct shapes goes up. In the larger instances,
the total number of items vastly outnumbers the number of distinct shapes. With dom-
ination, we could now pack 220 2D items of 1024 distinct shapes (over two million
domain variables) in two CPU minutes, an improvement by more than two orders of
magnitude over [3].
KLS. To evaluate the greedy mode in a more realistic setting involving three extra
rules in addition to non-overlapping we studied the problem of packing a given number
of 3D items into containers, with the objective to minimize the number of containers
required. The containers all have the same size and weight capacity, whereas the items
come in 59 different shapes and weights. The items cannot overlap and must be fully
inside some container. The total weight of the items inside a given container must not
exceed the weight capacity. Also, some items must be placed on the container floor,
whereas other items cannot be placed underneath any other item. The whole problem
can be modeled as a single 6D geost constraint. We ran 25 instances of different size.
The largest instance, with 16486 items, was solved in 35 seconds with domination and
1284 seconds without.
Conway. The problem consists in placing 6 pieces of shape 4 × 2 × 1, 6 pieces of
shape 3 × 2 × 2 and 5 unit cubes within a 5 × 5 × 5 cube. All pieces can be rotated
freely.
Partridge. The problem consists in tiling a square of size n·(n+1)2 by 1 square of size
1, 2 squares of size 2, . . . , n squares of size n. It was initially proposed by R. Wain-
wright.15 We tried the instances n = 8, . . . , n = 12. Note that, to our best knowledge,
this is the first reported solution for n = 12; see Figure 8. We also tried a polymorphic
variant of the problem: tile a rectangle of size 21× 63 by 1 rectangle of size 1 × 3, 2
rectangles of size 2 × 6, . . . , 6 rectangles of size 6 × 18, where all rectangles can be
rotated.
Pallet. The problem consists in placing a given number of identical, non-overlapping,
rectangular pieces of a given size onto a rectangular pallet, also of a given size. We
selected several instances from D. Lobato’s data sets16 and ran two variants of each in-
15See http://mathpuzzle.com/partridge.html.
16See http://lagrange.ime.usp.br/˜lobato/packing/.
16
stance: (i) a polymorphic variant, with 90 degrees rotation allowed, and (ii) a monomor-
phic variant with the number of horizontal vs. vertical pieces fixed.
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Figure 8: Solution to partridge(12,1).
7 Conclusion
For the first time, symmetry breaking has been fully integrated into the filtering algo-
rithms of global constraints. This was done in two contexts:
(a) Real-life placement problems tend to involve many more objects to place than
distinct shapes. They can be too large to solve solely with constructive search.
The ability to perform a greedy assignment, possibly with a limited amount of
search, staying inside a constraint programming framework, can be crucial to
solving such problems. By using the fact that many objects are of the same
shape, we showed that the complexity of such a greedy assignment in the context
of a sweep algorithm can go down from O(n2) to virtually O(n) for n objects.
(b) We identified and exploited four ways of handling symmetry breaking chain of
lexicographic ordering constraints inside a non-overlapping or cumulative con-
straint. Our results show that the tight integration saves search effort but not
necessarily CPU time: slowdown up to 2 times, but also sometimes speedup
up to 2.5 times, was observed. A detailed cost/benefit analysis of each specific
integration method remains to be done.
Finally, we found the first reported solution to partridge(12,1).
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m t = 1 t = 16 t = 256 t = 1024
dom on dom off dom on dom off dom on dom off dom on dom off
1024 20 100 30 120 50 120 120 150
2048 60 310 50 410 90 370 210 400
4096 90 1160 100 1480 170 1270 380 1320
8192 220 4640 230 5780 360 5030 780 5170
16384 400 18060 450 19010 710 19990 1550 20270
32768 890 71210 910 73230 1410 77340 3050 77200
65536 1650 279480 1880 300540 2920 296650 6100 299510
131072 3590 1118410 3760 1177900 5910 1188740 10280 1186030
262144 7020 4488510 7980 4812300 12020 4758390 25280 4746410
524288 17100 22671540 18000 23210070 29210 23553550 58910 23512450
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Table 1: Top: Scale for m ∈ {210, 211, . . . , 219} 2D items involving t ∈
{1, 16, 256, 1024} distinct shapes, with domination on and off. Bottom: results for
KLS with domination on and off. Runtimes are in msec.
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backtracks runtime
lex in lex out lex in lex out
conway(5,5,5) 6658 10192 11890 12850
partridge(8,1) 565 853 6400 3460
partridge(9,1) 27714 63429 347100 367050
partridge(10,1) 683643 1265284 15160080 9154320
partridge(11,1) 80832 189797 2009150 1964130
partridge(12,1) 790109 1676827 37850240 24203920
partridge(6,3) 7122 20459 13680 29610
monomorphic polymorphic
backtracks runtime backtracks runtime
lex in lex out lex in lex out lex in lex out lex in lex out
pallet(26,19,5,2,49,30) 0 0 130 110 8 8 180 90
pallet(28,17,5,2,47,25) 184 325 570 320 398 433 660 360
pallet(29,20,4,3,48,28) 664 1419 1890 1300 9767 14457 22500 14870
pallet(30,17,4,3,42,18) 778 1580 2380 1290 19807 28015 28190 20130
pallet(30,19,7,2,40,24) 74 115 190 140 19 81 150 90
pallet(31,19,7,2,41,24) 20544 73695 34190 57840 728743 932846 666010 506730
pallet(32,17,7,2,38,20) 491 850 630 660 159 172 310 140
pallet(33,17,7,2,39,20) 8129 26644 13300 26030 390539 567304 366320 286930
pallet(33,19,7,2,44,30) 3556 34778 9690 23450 789894 1460451 689080 743530
pallet(33,22,5,3,48,24) 41 54 220 160 65 73 290 140
pallet(34,17,5,3,38,24) 0 268 90 170 425 900 390 380
pallet(36,34,7,4,43,25) 14030 28855 25830 16800 33874 41648 66520 42220
pallet(37,19,7,2,49,33) 96 136 240 160 113 215 260 170
pallet(38,26,5,4,49,29) 6141 12830 14880 10910 39486 52787 75450 46530
Table 2: Benchmark results for Conway, Partridge and Pallet. All runtimes (msec)
and backtrack numbers are for finding the first solution. Bottom left: an instance
pallet(x, y, a, b, n, h) denotes the task of packing h pieces of shape a × b and n − h
pieces of shape b×a into a placement space of shape x×y. Bottom right: polymorphic
variants of the same instances, where the parameter h has been left free. Lex. ordering
constraints are treated inside geost in columns marked lex in and posted separately in
columns marked lex out.
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A Modeling the KLS Benchmark
The KLS benchmark consists in finding a packing for a number of items of given
size and weight into a number of equivalent containers, subject to the following user
constraints:
1. The objects cannot overlap and must fit inside some container.
2. Some objects must be placed on the container floor.
3. Some items cannot be placed underneath any other item.
4. The containers have a weight capacity which cannot be exceeded.
The whole problem can be modeled as a single 6D geost constraint. This requires a
slightly more general notion of geost objects than we gave in Section 2. As explained in
in [3], a k-dimensional geost object consists of a k-dimensional origin plus a collection
of shifted boxes. A shifted box is an orthotope of fixed k-dimensional size, placed at
fixed a k-dimensional offset from the object’s origin. We now explain the details of the
model.
First of all, user constraint 1 is trivially captured by geost with three spatial dimen-
sions X, Y, Z and a fourth assignment dimension C denoting container number.17 User
constraint 2 is satisfied by simply fixing the Z coordinate of the relevant items to 0.
User constraint 3 is satisfied by simply fixing the Z coordinate of the relevant items to
the container height minus the item height. This will lead to a solution that violates the
law of gravity, but this can be corrected in a post-processing step. User constraint 4
can be modeled by introducing two auxiliary dimensions: a dimension W and an as-
signment dimension L. The size of the placement space in the W dimension equals the
weight capacity per container. In the L dimension, 0 and 1 are the only possible values.
These can be thought of as two independent layers. Each item is modeled by a geost
object consisting of two shifted boxes, A and B, as shown in Table 3. The introduction
of a problem variable for the W dimension is an artifact of this modeling method but
does not cause problems, at least for greedy assignment. Thus, the key idea of the
modeling method is to multiplex two placement problems: shifted boxes A populate
layer 0 and express the spatial constraints, whereas shifted boxes B populate layer 1
and express the weight constraints. The two problems are synchronized by means of
the shared origin coordinates.
For this model to work, objects must be allowed to exceed the weight capacity in
layer 0 and the spatial capacities in layer 1. So we need four auxiliary barrier objects
to enforce the spatial capacities in layer 0 and the weight capacity in layer 1, all with
zero offset; see Table 3.
17As assignment dimension is one that has the size 1 in all shifted boxes.
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origin shifted box A shifted box b
dimension coordinate offset size offset size
C var 0 1 0 1
X var 0 item length 0 Xˆ
Y var 0 item width 0 Yˆ
Z var 0 item height 0 Zˆ
W var 0 Wˆ 0 item weight
L 0 0 1 1 1
barrier object coordinate vector size vector
1 [0, Xˆ, 0, 0, 0, 0] [Cˆ, 1, Yˆ , Zˆ, Wˆ , 1]
2 [0, 0, Yˆ , 0, 0, 0] [Cˆ, Xˆ, 1, Zˆ, Wˆ , 1]
3 [0, 0, 0, Zˆ, 0, 0] [Cˆ, Xˆ, Yˆ , 1, Wˆ , 1]
4 [0, 0, 0, 0, Wˆ , 1] [Cˆ, Xˆ, Yˆ , Zˆ, 1, 1]
Table 3: Modeling the KLS benchmark. Top: modeling an item to place by a geost
object formed by two shifted boxes. var stands for a problem variable. Bottom: four
auxiliary barrier objects, all with zero offsets. Cˆ, Xˆ, Yˆ , Zˆ and Wˆ stand respectively
for the capacity in the C, X, Y, Z and W dimensions.
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B Benchmark Code
This section shows the verbatim Prolog code used in the performance evaluation.
B.1 Benchmark Scale
:- module(scale, [top/4,scale/4,paper/0]).
:- use_module(library(lists)).
:- use_module(library(random)).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
limit_rand(2, 10). % d=2: li=rand(1..33)
limit_rand(3, 4). % d=3: li=rand(1..11)
limit_rand(4, 3). % d=4: li=rand(1..6)
% T is the number of types of objects (i.e., the number of shapes)
% K is the number of dimensions
% N is the number of objects
scale(Ts, Ks, Ns, Stream) :-
member(N, Ns),
member(T, Ts),
member(K, Ks),
top(T, K, N, Stream),
fail.
scale(_, _, _, _Stream).
paper :-
pow2(1024, N),
k_param(K),
t_param(T),
top(T, K, N, user),
fail.
paper.
t_param(1).
t_param(16).
t_param(256).
t_param(1024).
k_param(2).
% k_param(3).
% k_param(4).
pow2(P, P).
pow2(P, R) :-
Q is P<<1,
pow2(Q, R).
top(T, K, N, Stream) :-
Goal = top(T, K, N),
T1 is T+1,
N1 is N+1,
M1 is (N // T)+1,
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length(Zeros, K),
domain(Zeros, 0, 0),
gen_shps(1, T1, K, Zeros, Shapes1, Vol),
sort_shapes(Shapes1, Shapes2),
NeededVol is Vol*(M1-1),
Limit is integer(floor(exp(NeededVol+((NeededVol*20)//100),1/K)))+5,
gen_objects(1, T1, 1, M1, K, Limit, Objects, _Variables),
gen_fixall(1, K, FOpt),
statistics(runtime, _),
statistics_memory(Membase),
geost(Objects, Shapes2, [FOpt]),
statistics(runtime, [_,Time2]),
statistics_memory(Mem),
format(Stream, ’goal=˜q time=˜d memory=˜d\n’, [Goal,Time2,Mem-Membase]),
flush_output(Stream).
gen_fixall(F, K, fixall(F,[object(_,min(1),Xs)])) :-
gen_fixall_dims(0, K, Xs).
gen_fixall_dims(K, K, []) :- !.
gen_fixall_dims(I, K, [min(J1)|Xs]) :-
J is I+1,
J1 is I+2,
gen_fixall_dims(J, K, Xs).
statistics_memory(Mem) :-
garbage_collect,
statistics(program, [P|_]),
statistics(global_stack, [G|_]),
statistics(local_stack, [L|_]),
statistics(trail, [T|_]),
statistics(choice, [C|_]),
Mem is P+G+L+T+C.
sort_shapes(Shapes1, Shapes4) :-
tag_shapes(Shapes1, Shapes2),
keysort(Shapes2, Shapes3),
rebuild_shapes(Shapes3, Shapes4, 0).
tag_shapes([], []).
tag_shapes([sbox(_,Off,Size1)|S1], [Size2-Off|S2]) :-
negate_sbox(Size1, Size2),
tag_shapes(S1, S2).
rebuild_shapes([], [], _).
rebuild_shapes([Size1-Off|S1], [sbox(J,Off,Size2)|S2], I) :-
J is I+1,
negate_sbox(Size1, Size2),
rebuild_shapes(S1, S2, J).
negate_sbox([], []).
negate_sbox([X|Xs], [Y|Ys]) :-
Y is -X,
negate_sbox(Xs, Ys).
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gen_objects(T, T, _, _, _, _, [], []) :- !.
gen_objects(J, T, Oid, M1, K, Limit, Objects, Variables) :-
J < T,
gen_objs(1, M1, Oid, J/*shape*/, K, Limit, Objs1, Vars1),
J1 is J+1,
NextOid is Oid+M1-1,
gen_objects(J1, T, NextOid, M1, K, Limit, Objs2, Vars2),
append(Objs1, Objs2, Objects),
append(Vars1, Vars2, Variables).
gen_objs(M, M, _, _, _, _, [], []) :- !.
gen_objs(J, M, Oid, S, K, Limit, [object(Oid,S,Origins)|R], Variables) :-
J < M,
gen_origins(0, K, Limit, Origins),
J1 is J+1,
Oid1 is Oid+1,
gen_objs(J1, M, Oid1, S, K, Limit, R, Vars),
append(Origins, Vars, Variables).
gen_origins(K, K, _, []) :- !.
gen_origins(J, K, Limit, [O|R]) :-
J < K,
O in 1..Limit,
J1 is J+1,
gen_origins(J1, K, Limit, R).
gen_shps(M, M, _, _, [], 0) :- !.
gen_shps(J, M, K, Zeros, [sbox(J,Zeros,Sizes)|R], Volum) :-
J1 is J+1,
limit_rand(K, Limit),
gen_sizes(0, K, Limit, Sizes, Vol),
gen_shps(J1, M, K, Zeros, R, Vol1),
Volum is Vol+Vol1.
gen_sizes(K, K, _, [], 1) :- !.
gen_sizes(J, K, L, [S|R], V) :-
J < K,
random(1, L, S),
J1 is J+1,
gen_sizes(J1, K, L, R, V1),
V is S*V1.
B.2 Benchmark KLS
:- use_module(library(between)).
:- use_module(library(lists)).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
:- dynamic
containers/6, /* data not available */
boxe/8, /* data not available */
boxn/8,
orders/4. /* data not available */
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top :-
retractall(boxn(_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)),
containers(_Container,L,W,H,MKg,_), !,
LW is max(L,W),
functor(Boxe, boxe, 8),
findall(Boxe, Boxe, ListBoxes),
normalize_sizes_boxes(ListBoxes, LW, H, MKg, ListBoxesNorm),
( between(1, 25, Max),
top(Max, ListBoxesNorm),
fail
; true
).
top(Max, ListBoxesNorm) :-
statistics(runtime, _),
containers(_Container,L,W,H,MKg,_), !,
findall(Orders, order_at_most(Max,Orders), ListOrders1),
sort_orders(ListOrders1, ListOrders2),
get_total_volum_to_place(ListOrders2, 0, VolumToPlace),
NContainersLB is (VolumToPlace-1)//(L*W*H)+1,
NContainers is 6000 /*NContainersLB + NContainersLB*/,
ListObjects = [object(-1,-1,[0,0,0,0,0,0])|ListObjects1],
gen_objects(ListOrders2, NContainers, 0, _OrderNumbers, ListObjects1, []),
ListShapes = [sbox(-1,[0,L,0,0, 0,0],[NContainers,1,W,H,MKg,1]),
sbox(-1,[0,0,W,0, 0,0],[NContainers,L,1,H,MKg,1]),
sbox(-1,[0,0,0,H, 0,0],[NContainers,L,W,1,MKg,1]),
sbox(-1,[0,0,0,0,MKg,1],[NContainers,L,W,H, 1,1])
|ListShapes1],
gen_sboxes(ListBoxesNorm, ListShapes1, c(L,W,H,MKg)),
geost(ListObjects, ListShapes,
[fixall(1,[object(_,min(1),[min(2),min(4),min(5),min(3),min(6),min(7)])])]),
statistics(runtime, [_,Time]),
decompose_objects(ListObjects1, Cs, _, _, _, _, _),
max_member(MaxContainer, Cs),
length(ListObjects1, NO),
format(’containers lb=˜d containers used=˜d boxes=˜d time=˜d\n’,
[NContainersLB,MaxContainer+1,NO,Time]),
true.
order_at_most(Max, orders(A,B,C,D)) :-
orders(A,B,C,D),
A =< Max.
decompose_objects([], [], [], [], [], [], []).
decompose_objects([object(_,_,[A,B,C,D,E,F])|Os],
[A|As], [B|Bs], [C|Cs], [D|Ds], [E|Es], [F|Fs]) :-
decompose_objects(Os, As, Bs, Cs, Ds, Es, Fs).
normalize_sizes_boxes([], _, _, _, []).
normalize_sizes_boxes([boxe(BoxId,Length,Width,Height,Weight,Sble,OnGround,Ori)|R],
LW, H, MKg, [Boxn|S]) :-
Lengt_ is min(Length, LW),
Widt_ is min(Width, LW),
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Heigh_ is min(Height, H),
Weigh_ is min(Weight, MKg),
Boxn = boxn(BoxId,Lengt_,Widt_,Heigh_,Weigh_,Sble,OnGround,Ori),
assertz(Boxn),
normalize_sizes_boxes(R, LW, H, MKg, S).
get_total_volum_to_place([], SumVol, SumVol).
get_total_volum_to_place([orders(_,BoxId,Quantity,_)|R], PrevVol, SumVol) :-
boxn(BoxId,Length,Width,Height,_,_,_,_),
CurVol is PrevVol+Quantity*Length*Width*Height,
get_total_volum_to_place(R, CurVol, SumVol).
sort_orders(L0, L) :-
tag_orders(L0, L1),
keysort(L1, L2),
keys_and_values(L2, _, L).
tag_orders([], []).
tag_orders([X|Xs], [key(ZFree,NegVol,BoxId)-X|Ys]) :-
X = orders(_,BoxId,_,_),
boxn(BoxId,Length,Width,Height,Weight,OnTop,OnBot,_),
ZFree is 1-OnTop-OnBot,
NegVol is -Length*Width*sqrt(Height)*Weight,
tag_orders(Xs, Ys).
gen_objects([], _, _, []) --> [].
gen_objects([orders(Group,BoxId,Quantity,Container)|R], NContainers, LastObjId, Os0) -->
{boxn(BoxId,Length,Width,Height,Weight,OnTop,OnGround,Ori)},
{containers(Container,L,W,H,MKg,_)},
{ Ori=:=1 -> NShapes=1
; Length=:=Width -> NShapes=1
; NShapes=2
},
gen_nobjects(Quantity, Group, BoxId, NShapes, LastObjId, NContainers,
b(Length,Width,Height,Weight,OnTop,OnGround), c(L,W,H,MKg), Os0, Os),
{LastObjId1 is LastObjId+Quantity},
gen_objects(R, NContainers, LastObjId1, Os).
gen_nobjects(0, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, Os, Os) --> !.
gen_nobjects(N, Group, BoxId, NShapes, LOId, NCont, B6, C4, [Group/BoxId|Os0], Os) -->
[object(CurObjId,Sid,[C,X,Y,Z,Kg,0])],
{B6 = b(Length,Width,Height,Weight,OnTop,OnGround)},
{C4 = c(L,W,H,MKg)},
{CurObjId is LOId+1},
{MinShape is 2*BoxId},
{MaxShape is MinShape+NShapes-1},
{ NShapes=:=1 ->
MaxX is L-Length,
MaxY is W-Width,
X in 0..MaxX,
Y in 0..MaxY,
Sid = MinShape
; MaxX is L-min(Length,Width),
MaxY is W-min(Length,Width),
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X in 0..MaxX,
Y in 0..MaxY,
Sid in MinShape..MaxShape
},
{NCont1 is NCont-1},
{C in 0..NCont1},
{MKg1 is MKg-Weight},
{Kg in 0..MKg1},
{ OnGround=:=1 -> Z=0
; OnTop=:=1 -> Z is H-Height
; MaxZ is H-Height,
Z in 0..MaxZ
},
{N1 is N-1},
gen_nobjects(N1, Group, BoxId, NShapes, CurObjId, NCont, B6, C4, Os0, Os).
gen_sboxes([], [], _).
gen_sboxes([boxn(BoxId,Length,Width,Height,Weight,_,_,0)|R],
[sbox(ShapeId1,[0,0,0,0,0,0],[1,Length,Width,Height,MKg,1]),
sbox(ShapeId1,[0,0,0,0,0,1],[1,L,W,H,Weight,1])|S],
C4) :- !,
C4 = c(L,W,H,MKg),
ShapeId1 is 2*BoxId,
gen_sboxes(R, S, C4).
gen_sboxes([boxn(BoxId,Length,Width,Height,Weight,_,_,1)|R],
[sbox(ShapeId1,[0,0,0,0,0,0],[1,Length,Width,Height,MKg,1]),
sbox(ShapeId1,[0,0,0,0,0,1],[1,L,W,H,Weight,1])|S],
C4) :-
Length =:= Width, !,
C4 = c(L,W,H,MKg),
ShapeId1 is 2*BoxId,
gen_sboxes(R, S, C4).
gen_sboxes([boxn(BoxId,Length,Width,Height,Weight,_,_,1)|R],
[sbox(ShapeId1,[0,0,0,0,0,0],[1,Length,Width,Height,MKg,1]),
sbox(ShapeId1,[0,0,0,0,0,1],[1,L,W,H,Weight,1]),
sbox(ShapeId2,[0,0,0,0,0,0],[1,Width,Length,Height,MKg,1]),
sbox(ShapeId2,[0,0,0,0,0,1],[1,L,W,H,Weight,1])|S],
C4) :-
Length =\= Width,
C4 = c(L,W,H,MKg),
ShapeId1 is 2*BoxId,
ShapeId2 is ShapeId1+1,
gen_sboxes(R, S, C4).
B.3 Benchmark Conway
:- module(conway, [instances/1, searches/1, run/3]).
:- use_module(library(lists)).
:- use_module(library(ordsets)).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
:- use_module(utility).
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instances([conway_3_3_3, conway_5_5_5]).
searches([adhoc]).
run(Instance, Search, LexFlag) :-
Goal =.. [Instance,Solution,Search,LexFlag],
run(conway:Goal, conway(Instance), Search, LexFlag, Solution).
% Place 6 2x2x1 boxes and 3 1x1x1 cubes within a 3x3x3 cube
conway_3_3_3(Bag, adhoc, LexFlag) :-
Objects = [object(1,S1,[X1,Y1,Z1]),
object(2,S2,[X2,Y2,Z2]),
object(3,S3,[X3,Y3,Z3]),
object(4,S4,[X4,Y4,Z4]),
object(5,S5,[X5,Y5,Z5]),
object(6,S6,[X6,Y6,Z6]),
object(7, 4,[X7,Y7,Z7]),
object(8, 4,[X8,Y8,Z8]),
object(9, 4,[X9,Y9,Z9])],
Sboxes = [sbox(1,[0,0,0],[2,2,1]),
sbox(2,[0,0,0],[2,1,2]),
sbox(3,[0,0,0],[1,2,2]),
sbox(4,[0,0,0],[1,1,1])],
Objects = [O1,O2,O3,O4,O5,O6,O7,O8,O9],
Groups = [[O1,O2,O3,O4,O5,O6],[O7,O8,O9]],
domain([S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6], 1, 3),
domain([X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8,X9,
Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,Y7,Y8,Y9,
Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4,Z5,Z6,Z7,Z8,Z9], 1, 3),
[X7,X8,X9] = [1,2,3], % redundant
all_distinct([Y7,Y8,Y9]),
all_distinct([Z7,Z8,Z9]),
( LexFlag==true ->
Options = [lex([1,2,3,4,5,6])|Options0]
; Options = Options0,
lex_chain([[X1,Y1,Z1],[X2,Y2,Z2],[X3,Y3,Z3],
[X4,Y4,Z4],[X5,Y5,Z5],[X6,Y6,Z6]])
),
Options0 = [cumulative(true),
bounding_box([1,1,1],[4,4,4])],
geost(Objects, Sboxes, Options),
make_points(0, 27, Points, 3, 3),
findall(Objects, (dual(Points, Groups, Sboxes)->true), Bag).
% Place 6 4x2x1 boxes, 6 3x2x2 boxes and 5 1x1x1 cubes within a 5x5x5 cube
conway_5_5_5(Bag, adhoc, LexFlag) :-
Objects = [object( 1,S1 ,[X1 ,Y1 ,Z1]),
object( 2,S2 ,[X2 ,Y2 ,Z2]),
object( 3,S3 ,[X3 ,Y3 ,Z3]),
object( 4,S4 ,[X4 ,Y4 ,Z4]),
object( 5,S5 ,[X5 ,Y5 ,Z5]),
object( 6,S6 ,[X6 ,Y6 ,Z6]),
object( 7,S7 ,[X7 ,Y7 ,Z7]),
object( 8,S8 ,[X8 ,Y8 ,Z8]),
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object( 9,S9 ,[X9 ,Y9 ,Z9]),
object(10,S10,[X10,Y10,Z10]),
object(11,S11,[X11,Y11,Z11]),
object(12,S12,[X12,Y12,Z12]),
object(13,10, [X13,Y13,Z13]),
object(14,10, [X14,Y14,Z14]),
object(15,10, [X15,Y15,Z15]),
object(16,10, [X16,Y16,Z16]),
object(17,10, [X17,Y17,Z17])],
Sboxes = [sbox( 1,[0,0,0],[4,2,1]),
sbox( 2,[0,0,0],[1,4,2]),
sbox( 3,[0,0,0],[2,1,4]),
sbox( 4,[0,0,0],[4,1,2]),
sbox( 5,[0,0,0],[2,4,1]),
sbox( 6,[0,0,0],[1,2,4]),
sbox( 7,[0,0,0],[3,2,2]),
sbox( 8,[0,0,0],[2,2,3]),
sbox( 9,[0,0,0],[2,3,2]),
sbox(10,[0,0,0],[1,1,1])],
Options0 = [cumulative(true),
bounding_box([1,1,1],[6,6,6])],
Objects = [O1,O2,O3,O4,O5,O6,O7,O8,O9,O10,O11,O12,O13,O14,O15,O16,O17],
Groups = [[O1,O2,O3,O4,O5,O6],[O7,O8,O9,O10,O11,O12],[O13,O14,O15,O16,O17]],
domain([S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6], 1, 6),
domain([S7,S8,S9,S10,S11,S12], 7, 9),
domain([X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8,X9,X10,X11,X12,X13,X14,X15,X16,X17], 1, 5),
domain([Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,Y7,Y8,Y9,Y10,Y11,Y12,Y13,Y14,Y15,Y16,Y17], 1, 5),
domain([Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4,Z5,Z6,Z7,Z8,Z9,Z10,Z11,Z12,Z13,Z14,Z15,Z16,Z17], 1, 5),
[X13,X14,X15,X16,X17] = [1,2,3,4,5], % redundant
( LexFlag==true ->
Options = [lex([1,2,3,4,5,6]),lex([7,8,9,10,11,12])|Options0]
; Options = Options0,
lex_chain([[X1,Y1,Z1],[X2,Y2,Z2],[X3,Y3,Z3],
[X4,Y4,Z4],[X5,Y5,Z5],[X6,Y6,Z6]]),
lex_chain([[X7,Y7,Z7],[X8,Y8,Z8],[X9,Y9,Z9],
[X10,Y10,Z10],[X11,Y11,Z11],[X12,Y12,Z12]])
),
geost(Objects, Sboxes, Options),
all_distinct([Y13,Y14,Y15,Y16,Y17]),
all_distinct([Z13,Z14,Z15,Z16,Z17]),
make_points(0, 125, Points, 5, 5),
findall(Objects, (dual(Points, Groups, Sboxes)->true), Bag).
make_points(NC, NC, [], _, _) :- !.
make_points(P, NC, [[Px,Py,Pz]|Points], D, H) :-
Px is P//(D*H)+1,
Py is (P//H) mod D+1,
Pz is P mod H+1,
Q is P+1,
make_points(Q, NC, Points, D, H).
dual([], _, _).
dual([P|Ps], Groups1, Sboxes) :-
Piece = object(_,SID,_),
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select_first(Piece, Groups1, Groups2),
assign3(Piece, P),
indomain(SID),
covered_by(Piece, Sboxes, Del),
ord_subtract(Ps, Del, Ps1),
dual(Ps1, Groups2, Sboxes).
select_first(X, [[X]|R], R).
select_first(X, [[X|Xs]|R], [Xs|R]) :- Xs\==[].
select_first(X, [A|L], [A|R]) :-
select_first(X, L, R).
covered_by(object(_,SID,[X,Y,Z]), Sboxes, Points) :-
memberchk(sbox(SID,_,[Sx,Sy,Sz]), Sboxes),
Xmax is X+Sx,
Ymax is Y+Sy,
Zmax is Z+Sz,
extend_points([[]], Z, Zmax, Points0, []),
extend_points(Points0, Y, Ymax, Points1, []),
extend_points(Points1, X, Xmax, Points2, []),
sort(Points2, Points).
extend_points([], _, _) --> [].
extend_points([P|Ps], Min, Max) -->
extend_point(P, Min, Max),
extend_points(Ps, Min, Max).
extend_point(_, C, C) --> !.
extend_point(P, A, C) --> [[A|P]],
{B is A+1},
extend_point(P, B, C).
B.4 Benchmark Pallet (Monomorphic)
:- module(pallet, [instances/1, searches/1, run/3]).
:- use_module(library(between)).
:- use_module(library(lists)).
:- use_module(library(ordsets)).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
:- use_module(utility).
:- use_module(search).
:- ensure_loaded(pallet_data).
instances(Facts) :-
Fact = fixdata(_,_,_,_,_,_),
findall(Fact, Fact, Facts).
searches([/*interval(0.3), dual_lex,*/ adhoc]).
run(Instance, Search, LexFlag) :-
run2(pallet:pallet(Instance, Search, Geost, LexFlag),
pallet(Instance), Search, LexFlag, Geost).
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pallet(Data, Search, geost(Objects,Shapes,GeostOptions), LexFlag, Ctr) :-
Data = fixdata(Width,Height,A,B,H,V),
Pieces = [[A, B, H], [B, A, V]],
shapes(Pieces, 1, Shapes),
raster(A, B, Width, XRaster),
raster(A, B, Height, YRaster),
objects(Pieces, XRaster, YRaster, 1, 1, Objects, Vars),
geost_options(GeostOptions0, LexFlag),
lex(GeostOptions0, Shapes, Objects, GeostOptions1),
bounding_box(GeostOptions1, Width, Height, GeostOptions),
geost(Objects, Shapes, GeostOptions),
( Search==adhoc ->
dual(Objects, Data, Ctr)
; merge5(Xs, Ys, Ws, Hs, _SIds, Vars),
search(Search, _SIds, [Xs, Ys], [Ws, Hs], [Width, Height])
), !.
merge5([], [], [], [], [], []).
merge5([A|As], [B|Bs], [C|Cs], [D|Ds], [E|Es], [[A, B, C, D, E]|AtoE]) :-
merge5(As, Bs, Cs, Ds, Es, AtoE).
shapes([], _, []).
shapes([[_, _, 0]|Pieces], SId, Shapes) :- !,
shapes(Pieces, SId, Shapes).
shapes([[W, H, _]|Pieces], SId, [sbox(SId, [0, 0], [W, H])|Shapes]) :-
SId1 is SId + 1,
shapes(Pieces, SId1, Shapes).
objects(Pieces, XRaster, YRaster, SId, OId, Objects, Vars) :-
objects1(Pieces, XRaster, YRaster, SId, OId, Objects0, Vars0),
append(Objects0, Objects),
append(Vars0, Vars).
objects1([], _, _, _, _, [], []).
objects1([[W, H, N]|Pieces], XRaster, YRaster, SId, OId,
[Objects0|Objects], [Vars0|Vars]) :-
objects_shape(N, OId, XRaster, YRaster, sbox(SId, [0, 0], [W, H]),
Objects0, Vars0),
OId1 is OId + N,
SId1 is SId + 1,
objects1(Pieces, XRaster, YRaster, SId1, OId1, Objects, Vars).
objects_shape(0, _, _, _, _, [], []) :- !.
objects_shape(N, OId, XRaster, YRaster, Shape,
[object(OId, SId, [X, Y])|Objects], [[X, Y, W, H, SId]|Vars]) :-
Shape = sbox(SId, _, [W, H]),
X in_set XRaster,
Y in_set YRaster,
OId1 is OId + 1,
N1 is N - 1,
objects_shape(N1, OId1, XRaster, YRaster, Shape, Objects, Vars).
geost_options([cumulative(true),
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dynamic_programming(false), % helps, very expensive
disjunctive(false),
longest_hole(false, 1000),
parconflict(true),
visavis_init(true),
visavis(true), % helps, but is very expensive
lex(LexFlag),
bounding_box(true) % no effect
],
LexFlag).
dual(Objs, Data, Ctr) :-
Data = fixdata(Width,Height,A,B,H,V),
Dec is B*(H+V),
X in 1..Width,
Y in 1..Height,
findall([X,Y], labeling([],[X,Y]), Points),
points_colors(Points, A, Cs1),
keysort(Cs1, Cs2),
keyclumped(Cs2, Cs3),
keyexpand(Cs3, Dec, Parity, []),
prefix_length(Objs, Horiz, H),
append(Horiz, Vert, Objs),
dual(Horiz, Vert, Points, Parity, Data, Ctr).
dual([], [], _, _, _, _).
dual([Obj|Objs], Vert, [P|Points0], Parity, Data, Ctr) :-
Data = fixdata(_,_,A,B,_,_),
assign2(Obj, P),
covered_by(Obj, A, B, Del, []),
ord_subtract(Points0, Del, Points),
dual(Objs, Vert, Points, Parity, Data, Ctr).
dual(Horiz, [Obj|Objs], [P|Points0], Parity, Data, Ctr) :-
Data = fixdata(_,_,A,B,_,_),
assign2(Obj, P),
covered_by(Obj, B, A, Del, []),
ord_subtract(Points0, Del, Points),
dual(Horiz, Objs, Points, Parity, Data, Ctr).
dual(Horiz, Vert, [Pt|Points], Parity0, Data, Ctr) :-
Pt = [X,Y],
Data = fixdata(_,_,A,_,_,_),
P is (X+Y) mod A,
selectchk(P, Parity0, Parity),
lexlt(Horiz, Pt),
lexlt(Vert, Pt),
dual(Horiz, Vert, Points, Parity, Data, Ctr).
dual(_, _, _, _, _, Ctr) :-
inc(Ctr),
fail.
lexlt([object(_,_,Orig)|_], P) :-
Orig = [X,Y],
fd_min(X, Xm),
fd_min(Y, Ym),
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[Xm,Ym] @=< P, !,
lex_chain([P,Orig], [op(#<)]).
lexlt(_, _).
covered_by(object(_,_,[X,Y]), Sx, Sy) -->
{Xmax is X+Sx-1},
{Ymax is Y+Sy-1},
findall(Point, point_in(X,Xmax,Y,Ymax,Point)).
points_colors([], _, []).
points_colors([[X,Y]|Ps], A, [C-1|Cs]) :-
C is (X+Y) mod A,
points_colors(Ps, A, Cs).
keyexpand([], _) --> [].
keyexpand([C-Ones|Cs], N) -->
{length(Ones, Len)},
{R is Len-N},
poly(R, C),
keyexpand(Cs, N).
poly(0, _) --> !.
poly(N, C) --> [C],
{M is N-1},
poly(M, C).
point_in(Ox, Oxe, Oy, Oye, [X,Y]) :-
between(Ox, Oxe, X),
between(Oy, Oye, Y).
raster(A, B, L, Raster) :-
numlist(0, L, Set1),
filter_lincomb(Set1, Set2, A, B),
subtract_each(Set2, Set3, L),
reverse(Set3, Set4),
filter_raster(Set4, Set2, Set5),
list_to_fdset(Set5, Raster).
filter_lincomb([], [], _, _).
filter_lincomb([X|Xs], [X|Ys], A, B) :-
lincomb(A, B, X), !,
filter_lincomb(Xs, Ys, A, B).
filter_lincomb([_|Xs], Ys, A, B) :-
filter_lincomb(Xs, Ys, A, B).
lincomb(A, B, S) :-
QA is S//A,
between(0, QA, C),
(S - C*A) mod B =:= 0.
subtract_each([], [], _).
subtract_each([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], L) :-
Y is L-X,
subtract_each(Xs, Ys, L).
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filter_raster([], _, []).
filter_raster([X|Xs], [_,Y|Ys], R) :-
X >= Y, !,
filter_raster([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], R).
filter_raster([_|Xs], [Y|Ys], [Y1|R]) :-
Y1 is Y+1,
filter_raster(Xs, [Y|Ys], R).
B.5 Benchmark Pallet (Polymorphic)
:- module(pallet_poly, [instances/1, searches/1, run/3]).
:- use_module(library(between)).
:- use_module(library(lists)).
:- use_module(library(ordsets)).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
:- use_module(utility).
:- use_module(search).
:- ensure_loaded(pallet_data).
instances(Facts) :-
Fact = fixdata(_,_,_,_,_,_),
findall(Fact, Fact, Facts).
searches([adhoc]).
run(Instance, Search, LexFlag) :-
run2(pallet_poly:pallet_poly(Instance, Search, Geost, LexFlag),
pallet_poly(Instance), Search, LexFlag, Geost).
pallet_poly(Data, adhoc, geost(Objects,Shapes,GeostOptions), LexFlag, Ctr) :-
Data = fixdata(Length,Height,A,B,H,V),
N is H+V,
numlist(1, N, OIDs),
length(SIDs, N),
domain(SIDs, 1, 2),
length(Xs, N),
raster(A, B, Length, XRaster),
raster(A, B, Height, YRaster),
clpfd:domain(Xs, XRaster), % domain(Xs, 0, Length),
length(Ys, N),
clpfd:domain(Ys, YRaster), % domain(Ys, 0, Height),
objects(OIDs, SIDs, Xs, Ys, Objects),
Shapes = [sbox(1,[0,0],[A,B]), sbox(2,[0,0],[B,A])],
GeostOptions0 = [bounding_box([0,0],[Length,Height]),
lex(LexFlag),
visavis(true),
pallet_loading(true),
cumulative(true)],
lex(GeostOptions0, Shapes, Objects, GeostOptions),
geost(Objects, Shapes, GeostOptions),
dual(Objects, data(Length,Height,A,B), Ctr), !.
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objects([], [], [], [], []).
objects([O|Os], [S|Ss], [X|Xs], [Y|Ys], [object(O,S,[X,Y])|Objs]) :-
objects(Os, Ss, Xs, Ys, Objs).
dual(Objs, Data, Ctr) :-
length(Objs, N),
Data = data(Length,Height,A,B),
Dec is B*N,
MaxX is Length-1,
MaxH is Height-1,
X in 0..MaxX,
Y in 0..MaxH,
findall([X,Y], labeling([],[X,Y]), Points),
Slack is Length*Height - N*A*B,
( Slack=:=0 -> NoH = Points, MaybeH = []
; Slack<A*B ->
static_holes(MaybeH, Data),
length(MaybeH, NM),
NM >= Slack,
ord_subtract(Points, MaybeH, NoH)
; NoH = [], MaybeH = Points
),
points_colors(Points, A, Cs1),
keysort(Cs1, Cs2),
keyclumped(Cs2, Cs3),
keyexpand(Cs3, Dec, Parity, []),
dual(Objs, NoH, MaybeH, Parity, Data-Objs, Ctr).
dual([], _, _, _, _, _).
dual([Obj|Objs], NoH0, MaybeH0, Parity, Data, Ctr) :-
ptcompare(NoH0, MaybeH0, P, NoH, MaybeH, C),
dual(C, Obj, Objs, P, NoH, MaybeH, Parity, Data, Ctr).
dual(_, Obj, Objs, P, NoH0, MaybeH0, Parity, Data-All, Ctr) :-
Obj = object(_,SID,_),
assign2(Obj, P),
indomain(SID),
covered_by(Obj, Data, Del, []),
ord_subtract(NoH0, Del, NoH),
ord_subtract(MaybeH0, Del, MaybeH),
dual(Objs, NoH, MaybeH, Parity, Data-All, Ctr).
dual(>, Obj, Objs, Pt, NoH, MaybeH, Parity0, Data-All, Ctr) :-
Pt = [X,Y],
Data = data(_,_,A,_),
U is (X+Y) mod A,
selectchk(U, Parity0, Parity),
lexlt(Obj, Pt),
dual([Obj|Objs], NoH, MaybeH, Parity, Data-All, Ctr).
dual(_, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, Ctr) :-
inc(Ctr), fail.
lexlt(object(_,_,Orig), P) :-
Orig = [X,Y],
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fd_min(X, Xm),
fd_min(Y, Ym),
[Xm,Ym] @=< P, !,
lex_chain([P,Orig], [op(#<)]).
lexlt(_, _).
ptcompare([], [Y|Ys], Y, [], Ys, >) :- !.
ptcompare([X|Xs], [], X, [], Xs, <) :- !.
ptcompare([X|Xs0], [Y|Ys0], Z, Xs, Ys, C) :-
compare(C, X, Y),
ptcompare(C, X, Xs0, Y, Ys0, Z, Xs, Ys).
ptcompare(<, X, Xs, Y, Ys, X, Xs, [Y|Ys]).
ptcompare(>, X, Xs, Y, Ys, Y, [X|Xs], Ys).
covered_by(object(_,SID,[X,Y]), Data) -->
{shape(SID, Data, Sx, Sy)},
{Xmax is X+Sx-1},
{Ymax is Y+Sy-1},
findall(Point, point_in(X,Xmax,Y,Ymax,Point)).
points_colors([], _, []).
points_colors([[X,Y]|Ps], A, [C-1|Cs]) :-
C is (X+Y) mod A,
points_colors(Ps, A, Cs).
keyexpand([], _) --> [].
keyexpand([C-Ones|Cs], N) -->
{length(Ones, Len)},
{R is Len-N},
poly(R, C),
keyexpand(Cs, N).
poly(0, _) --> !.
poly(N, C) --> [C],
{M is N-1},
poly(M, C).
shape(1, data(_,_,A,B), A, B).
shape(2, data(_,_,A,B), B, A).
point_in(Ox, Oxe, Oy, Oye, [X,Y]) :-
between(Ox, Oxe, X),
between(Oy, Oye, Y).
static_holes(Points, Data) :-
Data = data(Length,Height,A,B),
MaxX is Length-1,
MaxH is Height-1,
X in 0..MaxX,
Y in 0..MaxH,
Slack is (Length*Height) mod (A*B),
findall([X,Y], labeling([],[X,Y]), Points0),
static_holes(Points0, Points1, Data, Slack),
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points_to_yx(Points1, KL1),
keysort(KL1, KL2),
keyclumped(KL2, KL3),
static_lincomb(KL3, KL4, Length, A, B),
yx_to_points(KL4, Points2, []),
points_to_xy(Points2, KL5),
keysort(KL5, KL6),
keyclumped(KL6, KL7),
static_lincomb(KL7, KL8, Height, A, B),
xy_to_points(KL8, Points, []).
static_lincomb([], [], _, _, _).
static_lincomb([Key-L1|KL1], [Key-L5|KL2], Size, A, B) :-
static_lincomb_fwd(L1, L2, A, B),
reverse(L2, L3),
static_lincomb_bwd(L3, L4, Size, A, B),
reverse(L4, L5),
static_lincomb(KL1, KL2, Size, A, B).
static_lincomb_fwd([X|Xs], Ys, A, B) :-
\+lincomb(A, B, X), !,
static_lincomb_fwd(Xs, Ys, A, B).
static_lincomb_fwd(Xs, Xs, _, _).
static_lincomb_bwd([X|Xs], Ys, Size, A, B) :-
Y is Size-X-1,
\+lincomb(A, B, Y), !,
static_lincomb_bwd(Xs, Ys, Size, A, B).
static_lincomb_bwd(Xs, Xs, _, _, _).
points_to_xy([], []).
points_to_xy([[X,Y]|L1], [X-Y|L2]) :-
points_to_xy(L1, L2).
points_to_yx([], []).
points_to_yx([[X,Y]|L1], [Y-X|L2]) :-
points_to_yx(L1, L2).
xy_to_points([]) --> [].
xy_to_points([X-Ys|XYs]) -->
xy_to_points(Ys, X),
xy_to_points(XYs).
xy_to_points([], _) --> [].
xy_to_points([Y|Ys], X) --> [[X,Y]],
xy_to_points(Ys, X).
yx_to_points([]) --> [].
yx_to_points([Y-Xs|YXs]) -->
yx_to_points(Xs, Y),
yx_to_points(YXs).
yx_to_points([], _) --> [].
yx_to_points([X|Xs], Y) --> [[X,Y]],
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yx_to_points(Xs, Y).
static_holes([], [], _, _).
static_holes([[X,Y]|Points0], [[X,Y]|Points], Data, Slack) :-
Data = data(Length,Height,A,B),
latin_square_a_b_hole(X, Y, Length, Height, A, Slack),
latin_square_a_b_hole(X, Y, Length, Height, B, Slack),
latin_square_ab_ba_hole(X, Y, Length, Height, A, B, Slack),
latin_square_ab_ba_hole(X, Y, Length, Height, B, A, Slack),
border_hole(X, Y, Length, Height, B, Slack), !,
static_holes(Points0, Points, Data, Slack).
static_holes([_|Points0], Points, Data, Slack) :-
static_holes(Points0, Points, Data, Slack).
latin_square_a_b_hole(X, Y, Length, Height, A, Slack) :-
Slack < A, !,
M is Height mod A,
N is Length mod A,
( min(M,N)=:=1, M+N=:=A -> KA=1, KD=1
; A>M*N -> KA=1, KD=0
; A>(A-M)*(A-N) -> KA=0, KD=1
),
( X mod A < N, Y mod A < M -> KA=:=1
; X mod A >= N, Y mod A >= M -> KD=:=1
).
latin_square_a_b_hole(_, _, _, _, _, _).
latin_square_ab_ba_hole(X, Y, Length, Height, A, B, Slack) :-
Slack < A*B,
M is Height mod A,
N is Length mod A,
Slack =:= M*N,
M+N =< A, !,
( X mod A < N, Y mod A < M -> true
; X mod A >= N, Y mod A >= M -> M+N =:= A
).
latin_square_ab_ba_hole(_, _, _, _, _, _, _).
border_hole(X, Y, Length, Height, B, Slack) :-
F is min(X,Length-X-1),
G is min(Y,Height-Y-1),
( Slack=<F, F<B -> fail
; Slack=<G, G<B -> fail
; Slack<(F+1)*(G+1), F<B, G<B -> fail
; true
),
(B=<Slack -> true ; F>0, G>0).
raster(A, B, L, Raster) :-
numlist(0, L, Set1),
filter_lincomb(Set1, Set2, A, B),
subtract_each(Set2, Set3, L),
reverse(Set3, Set4),
filter_raster(Set4, Set2, Set5),
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list_to_fdset(Set5, Raster).
filter_lincomb([], [], _, _).
filter_lincomb([X|Xs], [X|Ys], A, B) :-
lincomb(A, B, X), !,
filter_lincomb(Xs, Ys, A, B).
filter_lincomb([_|Xs], Ys, A, B) :-
filter_lincomb(Xs, Ys, A, B).
lincomb(A, B, S) :-
QA is S//A,
between(0, QA, C),
(S - C*A) mod B =:= 0.
subtract_each([], [], _).
subtract_each([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], L) :-
Y is L-X,
subtract_each(Xs, Ys, L).
filter_raster([], _, []).
filter_raster([X|Xs], [_,Y|Ys], R) :-
X >= Y, !,
filter_raster([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], R).
filter_raster([_|Xs], [Y|Ys], [Y|R]) :-
filter_raster(Xs, [Y|Ys], R).
B.6 Benchmark Pallet (Data)
:- dynamic fixdata/6.
fixdata(26,19,5,2,30,19).
fixdata(28,17,5,2,25,22).
fixdata(29,20,4,3,28,20).
fixdata(30,17,4,3,18,24).
fixdata(30,19,7,2,24,16).
fixdata(31,19,7,2,24,17).
fixdata(32,17,7,2,20,18).
fixdata(33,17,7,2,20,19).
fixdata(33,19,7,2,30,14).
fixdata(33,22,5,3,24,24).
fixdata(34,17,5,3,24,14).
fixdata(36,34,7,4,25,18).
fixdata(37,19,7,2,33,16).
fixdata(38,26,5,4,29,20).
B.7 Benchmark Partridge (Monomorphic)
:- module(partridge, [instances/1, searches/1, run/3]).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
:- use_module(library(lists)).
:- use_module(library(trees)).
:- use_module(search).
:- use_module(utility).
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:- dynamic geost_options/2.
geost_options([cumulative(true),
disjunctive(true),
dynamic_programming(true),
longest_hole(false, -1), % true/all did not help
parconflict(false),
visavis_init(false), % true did not help
visavis_floating(false), % true did not help
visavis(false),
corners(false),
task_intervals(false),
lex(LexFlag),
bounding_box(true)
],
LexFlag).
instances([8,9,10,11,12]).
searches([/*interval(0.5), dual_lex,*/ adhoc]).
run(Instance, Search, LexFlag) :-
run(partridge:partridge(Instance, Search, Geost, LexFlag),
partridge(Instance), Search, LexFlag, Geost).
partridge(N, Search, Geost, LexFlag) :-
Side is N*(N+1)//2,
sboxes(N, 1, SBoxes),
objects(N, 1, 1, Side, SBoxes, Objects, Xs, Ys, Sides),
non_overlap_constraints(Objects, SBoxes, Side, Geost, LexFlag),
( Search==adhoc ->
profile_labeling(Objects, SBoxes, Side)
; search(Search, _SIds, [Xs, Ys], [Sides, Sides], [Side, Side])
).
objects(0, _, _, _, _, [], [], [], []) :- !.
objects(N, OId, SId, Side, SBoxes, Objects, Xs, Ys, Sides) :-
objects_same_shape(N, N, OId, SId, Side, SBoxes, Objects0, Xs0, Ys0,
Sides0),
OId1 is OId + N,
SId1 is SId + 1,
N1 is N - 1,
objects(N1, OId1, SId1, Side, SBoxes, Objects1, Xs1, Ys1, Sides1),
append(Objects0, Objects1, Objects),
append(Xs0, Xs1, Xs),
append(Ys0, Ys1, Ys),
append(Sides0, Sides1, Sides).
objects_same_shape(0, _, _, _, _, _, [], [], [], []) :- !.
objects_same_shape(M, N, OId, SId, Side, SBoxes, [O|Objects], [X|Xs], [Y|Ys],
[S|Ss]) :-
O = object(OId, SId, [X, Y]),
member(sbox(SId, _, [S, S]), SBoxes),
Limit is Side - S + 1,
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X in 1..Limit,
Y in 1..Limit,
M1 is M - 1,
OId1 is OId + 1,
objects_same_shape(M1, N, OId1, SId, Side, SBoxes, Objects, Xs, Ys,
Ss).
sboxes(0, _, []) :- !.
sboxes(N, SId, [sbox(SId, [0, 0], [N, N])|SBoxes]) :-
N1 is N - 1,
SId1 is SId + 1,
sboxes(N1, SId1, SBoxes).
non_overlap_constraints(Objects, SBoxes, Side, geost(Objects,SBoxes,Options),
LexFlag) :-
geost_options(Options0, LexFlag), !,
lex(Options0, SBoxes, Objects, Options1),
bounding_box(Options1, Side, Side, Options),
geost(Objects, SBoxes, Options).
profile_labeling(Objects, SBoxes, Side) :-
objects_tasks(Objects, SBoxes, TasksX, TasksY),
label(TasksX, Side),
label(TasksY, Side).
objects_tasks([], _, [], []).
objects_tasks([object(_,SId,[X,Y])|Objects], SBoxes,
[task(X,W,H)|TasksX],
[task(Y,H,W)|TasksY]) :-
memberchk(sbox(SId,[0,0],[W,H]), SBoxes),
objects_tasks(Objects, SBoxes, TasksX, TasksY).
label(Tasks, Limit) :-
get_max_length_height(Tasks, 0, 0, MaxL, MaxH),
build_empty_tree(MaxL, TL),
build_empty_tree(MaxH, TH),
build_trees(Tasks, TL, TH, L, H),
label(Tasks, [], Limit, L, H).
get_max_length_height([], MaxL, MaxH, MaxL, MaxH).
get_max_length_height([task(_,Length,Height)|R], CurL, CurH, MaxL, MaxH) :-
NewL is max(Length, CurL),
NewH is max(Height, CurH),
get_max_length_height(R, NewL, NewH, MaxL, MaxH).
build_empty_tree(Max, T) :-
length(L, Max),
domain(L, 0, 0),
list_to_tree(L, T).
build_trees([], L, H, L, H).
build_trees([task(_,Length,Height)|R], CurL, CurH, L, H) :-
get_label(Length, CurL, NbOccL),
NbOccL1 is NbOccL+1,
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put_label(Length, CurL, NbOccL1, NewL),
get_label(Height, CurH, NbOccH),
NbOccH1 is NbOccH+1,
put_label(Length, CurH, NbOccH1, NewH),
build_trees(R, NewL, NewH, L, H).
label([], _, _, _, _).
label([Task|R], FixedTasks, Limit, L, H) :-
find_est([Task|R], 1000000, EST),
find_end_after_est(FixedTasks, EST, 1000000, NextEnd),
fheight_at_est(FixedTasks, EST, 0, SumHeights),
GapL is NextEnd-EST,
GapH is Limit-SumHeights,
order_tasks([Task|R], EST, GapL, GapH, L, H, OrderedTasks),
fix_to_est(OrderedTasks, EST, S, L, H, NewL, NewH, FixedTask),
label(S, [FixedTask|FixedTasks], Limit, NewL, NewH).
order_tasks(Tasks, EST, GapL, GapH, L, H, OrderedTasks) :-
order_tasks1(Tasks, EST, GapL, GapH, L, H, OTasks),
keysort(OTasks, OOTasks),
keys_and_values(OOTasks, _, OrderedTasks).
order_tasks1([], _, _, _, _, _, []).
order_tasks1([task(Ori,Length,Height)|R], EST, GapL, GapH, L, H,
[Cost-task(Ori,Length,Height)|S]) :-
get_cost(task(Ori,Length,Height), EST, GapL, GapH, L, H, Cost),
order_tasks1(R, EST, GapL, GapH, L, H, S).
get_cost(task(Ori,Length,Height), EST, GapL, GapH, _, _, Cost) :-
fd_min(Ori, MinOri),
MinOri = EST,
Length = GapL,
Height = GapH, !,
Cost is 0-Length*Height.
get_cost(task(Ori,Length,Height), EST, GapL, _, _, H, Cost) :-
fd_min(Ori, MinOri),
MinOri = EST,
Length = GapL,
get_label(Height, H, NbOccL),
NbOccL > 0, !,
Cost is 1000000-Length*Height.
get_cost(task(Ori,Length,Height), EST, _, GapH, L, _, Cost) :-
fd_min(Ori, MinOri),
MinOri = EST,
Height = GapH,
get_label(Length, L, NbOccH),
NbOccH > 0, !,
Cost is 1000000-Length*Height.
get_cost(task(Ori,Length,Height), EST, _, _, L, H, Cost) :-
fd_min(Ori, MinOri),
MinOri = EST,
get_label(Length, L, NbOccL),
NbOccL > 0,
get_label(Height, H, NbOccH),
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NbOccH > 0, !,
Cost is 2000000-Length*Height.
get_cost(task(Ori,Length,Height), EST, _, _, L, _, Cost) :-
fd_min(Ori, MinOri),
MinOri = EST,
get_label(Length, L, NbOccL),
NbOccL > 0, !,
Cost is 3000000-Length*Height.
get_cost(task(Ori,Length,Height), EST, _, _, _, H, Cost) :-
fd_min(Ori, MinOri),
MinOri = EST,
get_label(Height, H, NbOccH),
NbOccH > 0, !,
Cost is 3000000-Length*Height.
get_cost(task(Ori,Length,Height), EST, _, _, _, _, Cost) :-
fd_min(Ori, MinOri),
MinOri = EST, !,
Cost is 4000000-Length*Height.
get_cost(_, _, _, _, _, _, 5000000).
find_est([], EST, EST).
find_est([task(Ori,_,_)|R], Cur, EST) :-
fd_min(Ori, MinOri),
M is min(Cur,MinOri),
find_est(R, M, EST).
find_end_after_est([], _, NextEnd, NextEnd).
find_end_after_est([task(Ori,Length,_)|R], EST, Cur, NextEnd) :-
End is Ori + Length,
End > EST, !,
E is min(End, Cur),
find_end_after_est(R, EST, E, NextEnd).
find_end_after_est([_|R], EST, Cur, NextEnd) :-
find_end_after_est(R, EST, Cur, NextEnd).
fheight_at_est([], _, SumHeights, SumHeights).
fheight_at_est([task(Ori,Length,Height)|R], EST, Cur, SumHeights) :-
End is Ori + Length,
Ori =< EST,
EST < End, !,
H is Cur+Height,
fheight_at_est(R, EST, H, SumHeights).
fheight_at_est([_|R], EST, Cur, SumHeights) :-
fheight_at_est(R, EST, Cur, SumHeights).
fix_to_est([task(Ori,Length,Height)|R], EST, R, L, H, NewL, NewH,
task(Ori,Length,Height)) :-
Ori #= EST,
get_label(Length, L, NbOccL),
NbOccL1 is NbOccL-1,
put_label(Length, L, NbOccL1, NewL),
get_label(Height, H, NbOccH),
NbOccH1 is NbOccH-1,
put_label(Length, H, NbOccH1, NewH).
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fix_to_est([task(Ori,Length,Height)|R0], EST,
[task(Ori,Length,Height)|S0], L, H, NewL, NewH, FixedTask) :-
Ori #> EST,
profile_skip(R0, R, S0, S, Length, Height),
fix_to_est(R, EST, S, L, H, NewL, NewH, FixedTask).
profile_skip([task(Ori,Length,Height)|R0], R, [task(Ori,Length,Height)|S0], S,
Length, Height) :- !,
profile_skip(R0, R, S0, S, Length, Height).
profile_skip(R, R, S, S, _, _).
B.8 Benchmark Partridge (Polymorphic)
:- module(partridge_poly, [instances/1, searches/1, run/3]).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
:- use_module(library(lists)).
:- use_module(library(trees)).
:- use_module(search).
:- use_module(utility).
:- dynamic geost_options/2.
geost_options([cumulative(true),
disjunctive(false),
dynamic_programming(false),
longest_hole(false, -1), % no effect
parconflict(false),
visavis_init(false), % no effect
visavis_floating(false), % no effect
visavis(false),
corners(false),
task_intervals(false),
lex(LexFlag),
bounding_box(true)
],
LexFlag).
instances([6-3]).
searches([interval(1.0)]).
run(Instance, Search, LexFlag) :-
run(partridge_poly:partridge(Instance, Search, Geost, LexFlag),
partridge(Instance), Search, LexFlag, Geost).
partridge(N-K, Search, Geost, LexFlag) :-
Width is N*(N+1)//2,
Height is Width*K,
geost_data(N, K, Width, Height, Objects, SBoxes),
non_overlap_constraints(Objects, SBoxes, Width, Height, Geost, LexFlag),
geost_decompose(Objects, SBoxes, Xs, Ys, Ws, Hs),
search(Search, _SIds, [Xs,Ys], [Ws,Hs], [Width,Height]).
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geost_decompose([], _, [], [], [], []).
geost_decompose([object(_,SID,[X,Y])|Os], SBoxes, [X|Xs], [Y|Ys], [W|Ws], [H|Hs]) :-
geost_decompose(SID, SBoxes, W, H),
geost_decompose(Os, SBoxes, Xs, Ys, Ws, Hs).
geost_decompose(SID, [sbox(SID1,_,[S1,S2]),sbox(SID2,_,[S2,S1])|_], W, H) :-
fd_min(SID, SID1),
fd_max(SID, SID2), !,
W in {S1} \/ {S2},
H in {S1} \/ {S2},
SID #= SID1 #<=> W #= S1,
SID #= SID2 #<=> H #= S1.
geost_decompose(SID, [_,_|SBoxes], W, H) :-
geost_decompose(SID, SBoxes, W, H).
geost_data(N, K, Width, Height, Objects, Shapes) :-
geost_data(1, 1, N, Width, Height, K, Objects, [], Shapes, []).
geost_data(_, _, 0, _, _, _, Os, Os, Ss, Ss) :- !.
geost_data(OId, SId, N0, Width, Height, K, Os0, Os, Ss0, Ss) :-
sboxes(K, N0, OSId, SId, SId1, Ss0, Ss1),
objects(K, Width, Height, 1, N0, OSId, OId, OId1, Os0, Os1),
N is N0-1,
geost_data(OId1, SId1, N, Width, Height, K, Os1, Os, Ss1, Ss).
sboxes(1, M, {SId}, SId, SId1) --> !, [sbox(SId,[0,0],[M,M])],
{SId1 is SId+1}.
sboxes(K, M, SId..SId1, SId, SId2) --> [sbox(SId,[0,0],[M,N]),sbox(SId1,[0,0],[N,M])],
{SId1 is SId+1},
{SId2 is SId+2},
{N is M*K}.
objects(_, _, _, M0, M, _, Id, Id, Os, Os) :-
M0 > M, !.
objects(K, Width, Height, M0, M, Expr, Id0, Id, [object(Id0,SId,[X,Y])|Os1], Os) :-
call(SId in Expr),
X in 1..Width,
Y in 1..Height,
M1 is M0+1,
Id1 is Id0+1,
objects(K, Width, Height, M1, M, Expr, Id1, Id, Os1, Os).
non_overlap_constraints(Objects, SBoxes, Width, Height, geost(Objects,SBoxes,Options),
LexFlag) :-
geost_options(Options0, LexFlag), !,
lex(Options0, SBoxes, Objects, Options1),
bounding_box(Options1, Width, Height, Options),
geost(Objects, SBoxes, Options).
B.9 Search Code
:- module(search,[search/5]).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
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:- use_module(library(lists)).
:- use_module(utility).
search(interval(Frac), _SIds, Origins, Lengths, Dims) :-
interval_labeling_dispatch(Origins, Lengths, Dims, Frac).
search(dual, _SIds, Origins, _Lengths, Dims) :-
dual_labeling_dispatch(Origins, Dims).
search(dual_lex, _SIds, Origins, Lengths, Dims) :-
dual_lex_labeling_dispatch(Origins, Lengths, Dims).
interval_labeling_dispatch([], [], [], _).
interval_labeling_dispatch([Xs|Origins], [Ws|Lengths], [_Width|Dims], Frac) :-
interval_labeling(Xs, Ws, Frac),
interval_labeling_dispatch(Origins, Lengths, Dims, Frac).
interval_labeling(L,Sizes,Frac) :-
interval_split(L,Sizes,Frac),
labeling([bisect], L).
interval_split([],[],_).
interval_split([X|R],[S|T],Frac) :-
indomain(S),
by_interval(X,S,Frac),
interval_split(R,T,Frac).
by_interval(X, _, _) :-
integer(X), !.
by_interval(X, Len, W) :-
fd_min(X, Min),
fd_max(X, Max),
Mid is (Min+Max)>>1,
( Max-Min < Len*W -> true
; X in Min..Mid,
by_interval(X, Len, W)
; Mid1 is Mid+1,
X in Mid1..Max,
by_interval(X, Len, W)
).
dual_labeling_dispatch([], []).
dual_labeling_dispatch([Xs|Origins], [Width|Dims]) :-
dual_labeling(Xs, 1, Width),
dual_labeling_dispatch(Origins, Dims).
dual_labeling([], _, _) :-
!.
dual_labeling(L, I, Limit) :-
dual_labeling(L, L1, I, Limit, J),
dual_labeling(L1, J, Limit).
dual_labeling([], [], _, J, J).
dual_labeling([X|L1], L2, I, J0, J) :-
( integer(X) ->
dual_labeling(L1, L2, I, J0, J)
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; X #= I,
dual_labeling(L1, L2, I, J0, J)
; X #> I,
fd_min(X, J1),
J2 is min(J0,J1),
L2 = [X|L3],
dual_labeling(L1, L3, I, J2, J)
).
dual_lex_labeling_dispatch([Xs, Ys], [Ws, Hs], [Width, Height]) :-
tag_vars(Ws, Xs, TXs0),
tag_vars(Hs, Ys, TYs0),
append(TXs0, TXs),
append(TYs0, TYs),
merge_vars(TXs, TYs, TXYs),
dual_lex_labeling(TXs, 1, Width),
dual_lex_labeling(TXYs, 1, Height).
merge_vars([], [], []).
merge_vars([TX-X|TXs], [TY-Y|TYs], [TX-X-TY-Y|TXYs]) :-
merge_vars(TXs, TYs, TXYs).
dual_lex_labeling([], _, _) :- !.
dual_lex_labeling(L, I, Limit) :-
dual_lex_labeling(L, L1, I, Limit, J),
dual_lex_labeling(L1, J, Limit).
dual_lex_labeling([], [], _, J, J).
dual_lex_labeling([T-X|L1], L2, I, J0, J) :-
( integer(X) ->
dual_lex_labeling(L1, L2, I, J0, J)
; X #= I,
dual_lex_labeling(L1, L2, I, J0, J)
; X #> I,
fd_min(X, J1),
J2 is min(J0,J1),
skip_tag([T-X|L1], T, L1b, L2, L3),
dual_lex_labeling(L1b, L3, I, J2, J)
).
tag_vars([], [], []).
tag_vars([W|Ws], Xs, [TXs0|TXs]) :-
tag_vars([W|Ws], W, Xs, TXs0, Ws1, Xs1),
tag_vars(Ws1, Xs1, TXs).
tag_vars([], _, [], [], [], []).
tag_vars([W|Ws], W, [X|Xs], [W-X|TXs], Ws1, Xs1) :- !,
tag_vars(Ws, W, Xs, TXs, Ws1, Xs1).
tag_vars(Ws, _, Xs, [], Ws, Xs).
skip_tag([T-X|L1], T, L1b) --> !, [T-X],
skip_tag(L1, T, L1b).
skip_tag(L1, _, L1) --> [].
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B.10 Utility Code
:- module(utility, [
begin_test/1,
end_test/3,
run/5,
run2/5,
inc/2,
lex/4,
bounding_box/4,
assign2/2,
assign3/2
]).
:- use_module(library(lists)).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
:- use_module(library(structs)).
run(Goal, ProblemInstance, Search, LexFlag, Solution) :-
begin_test(T0),
call(Goal),
end_test(T0, T, B),
portray_clause(result(ProblemInstance, Search, LexFlag,
Solution, time(T), backtracks(B))),
flush_output.
run2(Goal, ProblemInstance, Search, LexFlag, Solution) :-
begin_test(T0),
new(integer, Counter),
call(Goal, Counter),
end_test(T0, T, _B),
inc(Counter, B),
dispose(Counter),
portray_clause(result(ProblemInstance, Search, LexFlag,
Solution, time(T), backtracks(B))),
flush_output.
inc(Ctr, V) :-
get_contents(Ctr, contents, V),
W is V+1,
put_contents(Ctr, contents, W).
begin_test(StartTime):-
fd_statistics(backtracks,_),
statistics(runtime,[StartTime|_]).
end_test(StartTime,Time1,B1):-
statistics(runtime,[SquareTime|_]),
Time1 is SquareTime-StartTime,
fd_statistics(backtracks,B1).
bounding_box(Options0, Width, Height, Options) :-
( select(bounding_box(B), Options0, Options1)
-> ( B==true
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-> Width1 is Width + 1,
Height1 is Height + 1,
L0 in 1..Width1,
L1 in 1..Height1,
U0 in 1..Width1,
U1 in 1..Height1,
Options = [bounding_box([L0, L1], [U0, U1])|Options1]
; Options = Options1
)
; Options = Options0
).
lex(Options0, Shapes, Objects, Options) :-
lex_objects(Shapes, Objects, LexObjects0),
sort(LexObjects0, LexObjects),
( select(lex(B), Options0, Options1)
-> ( B==true
-> append(Options1, LexObjects, Options)
; Options = Options1,
post_lex(LexObjects, Objects)
)
; Options = Options0
).
lex_objects([], _, []).
lex_objects([sbox(SId, _, _)|Shapes], Objects, [lex(L)|Ls]) :-
findall(OId, member(object(OId, SId, _), Objects), L),
length(L, N),
N > 1, !,
lex_objects(Shapes, Objects, Ls).
lex_objects([_|Shapes], Objects, Ls) :-
lex_objects(Shapes, Objects, Ls).
post_lex([], _).
post_lex([lex(L)|Lexes], Objects0) :-
select_origs(L, Vec, Objects0, Objects),
lex_chain(Vec),
post_lex(Lexes, Objects).
select_origs([], [], Objects, Objects).
select_origs([OID|L], [X|Xs], Objects0, Objects) :-
select(object(OID,_,X), Objects0, Objects1), !,
select_origs(L, Xs, Objects1, Objects).
assign2(object(_,_,[X,Y]), [U,V]) :-
clpfd:’$fd_in_interval’(X, U, U, 1),
clpfd:’$fd_in_interval’(Y, V, V, 0),
clpfd:’$fd_evaluate_indexical’(RC, Global),
clpfd:evaluate(RC, Global).
assign3(object(_,_,[X,Y,Z]), [U,V,W]) :-
clpfd:’$fd_in_interval’(X, U, U, 1),
clpfd:’$fd_in_interval’(Y, V, V, 0),
clpfd:’$fd_in_interval’(Z, W, W, 0),
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clpfd:’$fd_evaluate_indexical’(RC, Global),
clpfd:evaluate(RC, Global).
B.11 Test Harness
:- use_module(utility).
:- use_module(conway, []).
:- use_module(partridge, []).
:- use_module(partridge_poly, []).
:- use_module(pallet, []).
:- use_module(pallet_poly, []).
problems([conway,
partridge,
partridge_poly,
pallet,
pallet_poly]).
top(File) :-
open(File, write, Stream),
call_cleanup(run_all(Stream), close(Stream)).
top :-
run_all(user_output).
run_all(Stream) :-
problems(Problems),
member(P, Problems),
run_one(P, Stream),
fail.
run_all(_).
run_one(Problem, _Stream) :-
Problem:instances(Instances),
Problem:searches(Searches),
member(Instance, Instances),
member(Search, Searches),
member(LexFlag, [true,false]),
Problem:run(Instance,Search,LexFlag).
fail.
run_one(_, _).
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